


Editorial

The Pteridologist was launched in 1984 as a spin off from the

Bulletin. It was planned as a non-technical annual publication for

articles and notes concerning fern growing, fern distribution, fern

books etc., with the Bulletin continuing to report Society business,

and The Fern Gazette covering more technical pteridology. Our
previous editor, James Merryweather took over in 1994 until 2007

apart from a four year period (1 998 to 2001 ) when Barry Thomas
stepped in. Illustrations, in the early days, were few in number and black and

white on non-glossy paper. Under James's stewardship things moved on. What
a contrast today! Now the paper is glossy and coloured illustrations abound. We
must thank James Merryweather for overseeing these changes. For the future the

new editorial team will try to stick to James's formula in the short term but no doubt

the Pteridologist will continue to evolve, hopefully into an even better periodical.

The changes introduced by James have made the job of Editor more technical,

way beyond my very limited computing skills, but fortunately I have been able to

team up with Alec Greening who has done all the style and design work and set

out the articles and much more besides. I hope you agree he has done a fabulous

job.

Finally I must mention our contributors this year. I took over the editorship and

asked for contributions around the end of November 2007, with a deadline for

getting material to me by the end of January 2008. All the material in this issue

met that deadline, truly incredible! I hope you agree with me that all the offerings

are top class. Because the response was so wonderful the Committee felt obliged

to increase the size of this issue to accommodate everything received before the

deadline - hence you have an issue about 30 pages longer than average. I do not

promise to repeat a 64 page issue in the future but if the material is forthcoming it

should be possible.

Using this issue as a guide to the type of material we seek, please consider

sending me material. For inclusion in the 2009 issue the deadline for copy is the

end of January 2009, so you have plenty of time.

Martin Rickard

e-mail: h.m.rickard@btinternet.com

Never having designed a magazine before, this issue has been a

very steep learning curve for me! None of it would have possible

without the help of James Merryweather, the previous editor, to

whom I owe a huge debt of gratitude. I have used his existing

'house style' to a great extent and concentrated on the images. I

hope the finished product is pleasing to the eye and the quality of

the images high. The printer is based in the Lake District, which

seems fitting when one considers the history of the Society, and it is almost as

though this issue has come back to its roots.

Of course there have been changes, hopefully for the better, and they will

continue as I develop my own style.

I would welcome any constructive feedback from readers, but above all, I would

urge you to contribute to the next issue. There are articles out there just waiting to

be written!

Alec Greening

e-mail: alec.greening@virgin.net

Notes for contributors

Ideally we would like contributions on disc or by e-mail, with high resolution images.

If this is not possible we will not rule out typed or hand-written copy. In general

please follow the style of material in this issue.

Preview
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Oak Fern (Gymnocarpium dryopteris (L.) Newman)

found in Surrey
Fred Rumsey
Dept. of Botany, Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD.

Fig.1

During early May 2007, BSBI

member Robert Skipper

was botanising in a Surrey

woodland when his attention

was drawn to a particularly

fine stand of Dryopteris

species on a ditch-bank by

a broad woodland ride. On
closer examination of the

most striking of these, a

rather nice Dryopteris affinis

(Fig. 1 ), he saw at its base

the unmistakeable fronds of

Gymnocarpium dryopteris.

(Fig 2)

He knew this to be a

significant discovery and

immediately reported

his find to Ann Sankey

(BSBI recorder for VC. 17-

Surrey). She contacted me
to confirm the record from

his photographs, which I

was happy to do.

Oak fern had never

previously been found in

Surrey and the only recent

records for the plant in the

south-east is of a colony

recorded in Lyminge Forest,

E. Kent in 1971, where it

was thought to have been

introduced following forestry

activities; another is extant

near Ascot, Berks, where

it is thought to have been

originally planted.

In view ofthe interest of this

discovery the finder, Ann,

Barry Phillips (the previous

VC. 17 recorder) and I met

up at the site to ascertain

the fern's abundance
and to look elsewhere for

it, and other interesting

pteridophytes, in the large area of managed woodland

in which it occurs.

Much of the area close by shows distinct influences

of the underlying chalk, but more acidic substrates

overlie this and the area immediately around the plant

and above it is clearly less basic in nature.

The area occupied by the Oak fern is small (<0.5m2)and

being on the brink of a friable ditch-bank it is somewhat

The ditch bank site of Dryopteris affinis that hid the oak

fern Gymnocarpium dryopteris.

vulnerable, although the

Forestry Commission have

been alerted to its presence

and will refrain from felling

large conifers close to the

site which may be according

it shelter. It is apparently

thriving in its sheltered spot,

shielded by the Dryopteris

above, and around which a

diffuse patch is developing.

Because of the plant's

vulnerability I have been

asked to keep the location

secret, at least for the time

being.

How do we account for

the presence of this fern,

here, now? From the site

there is nothing to suggest

that the plant is anything but

native, with no evidence of

planting, or indeed recent

disturbance of the immediate

area by forestry activities,

although tree fall and

clearance nearby may have

subtly altered light levels in

the recent past. Spores may
have blown from cultivated

plants; the nearest garden is

less than 1/4 of a mile away,

although itwas not possible to

discover if this or other exotic

ferns were grown there. The

nearest known population is

at Virginia Water in Berks,

where it has been spreading

since planted in 1984.

More plausibly spores may
have blown in from native

populations further afield, but

it is not impossible that it has

arisen from disturbance of a

rich local spore bank, even if

in historical times Oak Fern has never been found in this

area. Interestingly, the ride by which the plant occurs

briefly supported a colony of Lycopodium clavatum in

the late 1960's and Oreopteris limbosperma, usually

an ancient woodland species in the South East, has

also been reported nearby, although its continued

presence could regrettably not be confirmed in spite of

an extensive search.
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Book Review
Field Guide to the Animals and Plants of Tristan da Cunha and Gough Island.

Editor Peter G Ryan. Pisces Publications, Newbury. 2007. Price not stated.

This handsomely produced paperback covers the whole spectrum of

the flora and fauna of these islands, both terrestrial and marine. The
reason for noting such a book here is that it includes 1 2 pages of ferns

and lycophytes covering some 38 species, authored by South African

pteridologist Koos Roux. Most of the species are depicted very clearly

with excellent colour photographs, and to my knowledge this is the

first time that the ferns of this interesting region have been treated in

a popular work.

I think that the only species in cultivation out of doors here

is Blechnum penna-marina which has a wide circum-Antarctic

distribution. Many of the others look most tempting horticulturally,

too many to list here, but perhaps I can make an exception for the

endemic Blechnum palmiforme which features in no fewer than 3

photographs. It is a small chunky tree fern, very reminiscent of B.

cycadifolium from Juan Fernandez and

is a significant component of some of

the terrestrial habitats. Indeed, one of

the photographs show some sheep being driven down a mountain path,

evocatively flanked by swathes of this species seemingly behaving just

like bracken on our hills!

The "sub-Antarctic" is defined by the marine isotherm known as the

Antarctic Convergence. Tristan and its two satellite islands lie just north of

this, Gough just south (thus Gough Island is technically a "sub-Antarctic

island"). Being characterised by high rainfall, low temperature ranges

and low light levels, these regions are well suited to ferns. However,

although they frequently experience low temperatures, frost is rare in

these oceanic climates, which makes for a horticultural challenge in our

region. I would guess that sheltered sites on the west coast of Scotland,

Orkney or Shetland would prove the most promising. Would anyone like

to volunteer to collect some spores?!

Graham Ackers

January 2008

Blechnum palmiforme

(also known as the Bog Fern! -ed)

Special edition 'template' from Barnbarroch Pottery

Barnbarroch Pottery, Dalbeattie

A plate from the Barnbarroch Pottery, Kippford,

Dalbeattie, SW Scotland, produced for the 1983 BPS/
RSE International Fern Conference.

The midges shown following the intrepid pteridologist

through the bracken indicate a design based on personal

experience of the local countryside.

(We will be close to this pottery, still active, when we
are on the Dumfriesshire national meeting in the summer
of 2008 on the 26th and 27th of July, and can visit, but

apparently they don't do 'ferny' pots any more; the ones

they did for our meeting were specially for us.)

Adrian Dyer
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The rare wee bog fern!
Heather McHaffie
RGBE, 20A Inverleigh Row, Edinburgh EH3 5LR
e-mail: h.mchaffie@rbge.ac.uk

Gentlemen using the facilities at the Royal

Botanic Garden Edinburgh kept coming back

with persistent reports of a fern in there and as

its fame grew I was eventually escorted in to

see it. There is an open-topped cistern high on

the wall with a ball-cock that lets the cistern fill

and then automatically discharges to the urinal

below. Standing on the window-sill I had a good

view of the fern with its roots wrapped around the

ball-cock. Chris Page identified it (by e-mail) as

Christella dentata and we assume it came in as a

spore and found this site with a fluctuating water

table suitable for colonisation. It is still less than

30 cm tall and infertile, presumably receiving low

amounts of nutrient from its water supply.

A press release brought a photographer from the

Edinburgh Evening News who perched on the cubicle

to photograph it. The account had the usual miss-

information but caused a certain amount of amusement
and people added comments on the newspaper

website. When asked of its future I assumed its days

on the ball-cock would be numbered as it would

eventually outgrow the cistern. In response to this, one

of the website comments was 'If it ain't bracken, don't

fix it'. Another newspaper pinched the story and had

the heading which was used for this title.

A trailing fern!

A green metal trailer sat near the gate of the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh and was used to sell

ices, until it was pensioned off into the nursery. Meanwhile, a spore landed in a groove on the outside

and nurtured by dust off the street grew into a respectable-sized Polypodium vulgare. Presumably ice-

cream vans are acidic, unless this fern particularly likes the heavy metal. If ferns growing on rocks are

epilithic, what would this one be called? Episteelic?
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Urban ferns
John Edgington. 19 Mecklenburgh Square. London WC1N 2AD
e-mail: ugapl36@aol.com 9
A grand morning for a walk. Tick

off Dryopteris filix-mas, Pteridium

aquilinum and Asplenium

scolopendrium in quick

succession, then a colony of A.

trichomanes intermixed with A.

adiantum-nigrum. Here's a fine

stand of A. ceterach, and nearby

some Polypodium - looks as

though we have both interjectum

and vulgare here. Oh, a solitary

D. dilatata, and A. ruta-muraria

too.

A Cornish combe or Derby-

shire dale? No, I'm tramping

the streets of inner London,

attracting suspicious glances

as I peer into basements and

photograph strangers' doorsteps.

Not every walk will be graced

by all these species but the first

five will surely appear within 30

minutes. And this is only a partial

list of ferns growing on walls from

Hammersmith to Hackney. In a

decade of urban pteridology I,

and a few fellow enthusiasts (Nick

Bertrand, Howard Matthews,

Tim Pyner, Richard Robinson,

Fred Rumsey ...), have recorded

fifteen British natives (the others

are Adiantum capillus-veneris,

Asplenium viride, Athyrium filix-

femina, Dryopteris affinis s.l. and

Polystichum setiferum) and the

same number of aliens, many
of them seen "in the wild" for

the first time. With 30 species

in 128 km2
this part of London

(the so-called "Metropolitan"

district of Middlesex, centred

on Westminster and the City of

London) is perhaps as rich in

ferns as any comparable area of

Britain.

It was not always thus.

Trimen & Dyer's Flora of

Middlesex (1869) cited fewer

than half-a-dozen records of

ferns on the district's walls.

The only report of Asplenium

trichomanes dated from 1746

while neither A. adiantum-

nigrum nor A. scolopendrium

had ever been seen. A century

Pteridologist 5.1.2008
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A good street for ferns in Marylebone!
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on, Kent's Historical Flora of

Middlesex (1975) showed

little had changed; neither A.

adiantum-nigrum ("very rare" in

the county) nor A. trichomanes

("rare and decreasing") had

penetrated the metropolis, and

though there were some recent

records of A. scolopendrium,

"mature plants are rare".

Now, there are many
thousand robust, fertile plants

of hart's-tongue in hundreds of

localities, second only to male-

fern and probably commoner
than bracken, while the two

spleenworts occur in more

than a quarter of the district's

1 km squares. I have argued

elsewhere (Edgington, 2003)

that a major factor in this

eruption was the dramatic

decline in atmospheric sulphur

dioxide following the ban on

domestic coal fires and the

switch to low-sulphur fuels. With

declining acidity, mortared walls

lining London's damp and shady

front areas began to behave

as surrogate limestone grikes.

Asplenium adiantum-nigrum

arrived in 1980, A. trichomanes

n 1995, A. ceterach in 1997, A.

viride and Adiantum capillus-

veneris (presumably both from

pot plants as they are not native

in the south-east) in 1982 and

1995. Male-fern and bracken,

which had briefly colonised the

calcareous rubble of the City's

bombed sites in the 1940s, are

now ubiquitous. The calcicole

Polypodium interjectum, first

recorded by Howard Matthews

in 1992 at the western edge of

London, is steadily moving east,

displacing P. vulgare as the East

End's sulphurous industrial past

recedes.

It is interesting to compare the

wall-ferns of London with those

of Belfast and the Isle of Ely over

roughly the same period. In 86

km2 of Belfast Beesley & Wilde

(1997) recorded twelve species



Urban ferns
(they lacked Adiantum capillus-

veneris, Asplenium viride and

Dryopteris affinis s.L), one more

than Payne (2005) found on walls

in the Isle of Ely. In each case

the list was headed by male-fern

and hart's-tongue. In warm wet

wooded Belfast Athyrium filix-

femina and Dryopteris dilatata

were much commoner than in

London, while in cold dry arable

Ely the rarest was bracken, found

on only one site (out of 750) in

the whole area.

The principal difference

though, is the number of alien

ferns - Belfast nil, the Isle of Ely

one (Pteris cretica), inner London

fifteen. Here they are, with the

number of separate localities in

brackets: Adiantum raddianum

(7), Cyrtomium cf. caryotideum

(1), C. falcatum (4), C. fortunei

(1), C. cf. macrophyllum (2),

Doodia australis (1), Dryopteris

cycadina (1), Pellaea falcata (1),

P. rotundifolia (1), Polystichum

polyblepharum (2), P. tsus-

simense (2), Pteris cretica (3),

P. multifida (1), P. nipponica (3),

P. tremula (1). In the case of

Cyrtomium, positive identification

to species relies on indusial

characters so some inaccessible

plants are named with hesitation.

Nor can I guarantee every plant

is still there - civic tidiness tends

to limit the life-span of wall-ferns.

The two un-specific Cyrtomia,

and Pteris tremula, have certainly

gone, along with Doodia australis

which was one of many ferns

lost when the Russell Hotel was
refurbished after the terrorist

bombings nearby in July 2005.

But each record is supported by

photographs and/orvouchers and

many have been independently

determined by Fred Rumsey or

Alison Paul.

So what's happening?

Successful colonisation needs (i)

a supply of fertile parents, (ii) an

efficient dispersal mechanism,

(iii) a receptive habitat and (iv) a

suitable breeding system. Many
ferns on this list are xerophytes,

6

Hart's-tongue, male fern and bracken

off Tottenham Court.

so make good house plants

and are widely available in the

horticultural trade. In cultivation

most are highly fertile and their

spores can of course travel

great distances (see Edgington

(2007) for quantitative evidence

from London). Quite likely, only

one spore will land in a suitably

moist crevice in rotten mortar.

It is no coincidence, then, that

nearly all these alien ferns are

apogamous, the sporophyte

growing directly from the

prothallus. Others, including

most of the native wall ferns,

are capable of selfing (intra-

gametophyte fertilisation), a

useful capability in dry habitats.

All this is futile if the sporo-

phyte freezes to death. Most

of these aliens are semi-tender

species. Besides the general

warming associated with climate

change, London benefits from

the "heat island" effect which

renders the centre typically

3°C - 5°C warmer than the outer

suburbs. Where I live, air frost

(and fog) are virtually unknown
- lying snow is a memory of

the 1980s. I grow ferns such as

Asplenium bulbiferum, Davallia

canariensis, Histiopteris incisa

and Woodwardia radicans out-

doors with no protection; they all

seem to flourish and Histiopteris

is becoming invasive - so would

Woodwardia if I let it. Higher

temperatures also suit some
native ferns such as Asplenium

scolopendrium; behind Kent's

finding that "mature plants are

rare" may lie the bitter winters

of the 1940s and 1960s.

London is not unique.

The criteria for success can

be satisfied in any large city

where the same plants are

cultivated and similar habitats

and microclimates exist. So

it's not surprising that this is

happening in Belgium, where

eight of the fifteen aliens listed

above (including unusual ones

such as Dryopteris cycadina

and Polystichum tsus-simense)

have been recorded in the last

few years, in Antwerp, Brussels,

Pteridologist 5.1.2008



Urban ferns
Ghent and elsewhere. Another frost-sensitive

escape (it is not a native plant in Belgium) is

Adiantum capillus-veneris, recently found in a

drainage gully in Antwerp.

What next? A useful book about popular

houseplants (McHoy, 2000) lists 15 alien ferns

including many of those I've mentioned. The

most widely grown is probably Nephrolepis

exaltata, the Boston fern, but as most are sterile

cultivars this is a non-starter for colonisation.

Of the rest, perhaps the most likely to escape

are Adiantum hispidulum and Pellaea viridis,

both apogamous, and reasonably hardy - the

Adiantum, which is known to have escaped in

the north-eastern United States, does very well

in my outdoor patch. A really splendid addition

to our flora would be Asplenium nidus. A large

(cultivated) plant is already living happily out-

of-doors in a street near me. If only a spore

would land on a suitable wall

Dryopteris cycadina

releasing spores
Pellaea rotundifolia in Mayfair.

Photo: Fred Rumsey
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My thanks to Filip Verloove of the National Botanic Garden, Meise, Belgium, for information about his

country's adventitious wall-ferns.

Fern mirror

A mirror seen in an auction room.

It appears to be antique but has been spoilt by rather

garish re-guilding.

However the image in the mirror is of a BPS member
as he takes the photograph.

Who is it?

Can you identify the mystery man?
Better still: can you provide a suitable caption?

A fern of your choice from my collection of 2 year old

sporelings for the correct identity and the most origional

caption.

e-mail: alec.greening@virgin.net
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Who is Casa Flora and what do they do?
Naud Burnett and Shanti Claycamp

Casa Flora Inc. RO. Box 41140, Dallas, Texas. 75241-1140 USA

Based primarily in Texas, Casa Flora is a producer

of fern liners, or young plants. Headquartered in

Dallas, Texas they have additional greenhouses in

Apopka, Florida. Casa Flora's primary customers

are wholesale growers who finish the product for

retail sales. Now one of the largest producers

of tissue culture ferns in the United States,

Casa Flora products are shipped worldwide.

Specializing in ferns for 39 of the 41 years it's been

in operation Casa Flora has grown to four acres

of greenhouses and 48 acres of unused land for

long-term expansion. Shipping products 52 weeks
a year makes Casa Flora a year round operation.

Ninety five percent of production originates in its

fourtissue culture laboratories in Texas and Florida.

Elite clones are selected for Casa Flora's tissue

culture program because of their superior growth

habits and appearance, whereas spore-grown

material seldom exhibits the special admirable

qualities of the elite clones.(Fig.l)

By having locations in both Texas and Florida,

Casa Flora is better able to serve customers from

different locations. The Florida location grows

only tropical fern liners for Florida and the Eastern

seaboard, while the Dallas facility grows both

hardy garden ferns and tropical ferns for the United

States and worldwide market.

Greenhouses in both locations need to be

cooled in summer for optimal growth. Summer
temperatures range from 95 to 105°F with a 20-

30 percent humidity. Evaporative pad coolers

are able to lower the air temperature inside the

greenhouses by 20°F, and a 70-85°F average

growing temperature is obtained.

As Casa Flora has continued to grow, it has been

necessary to update all of the greenhouses in both

ILkCiij&iaa i
Fig.1 Tissue cultured ferns

locations with rolling benches and water mat or

ebb and flow technology with bottom heat (Figs.

2

& 3). Priva computer control of the environment,

recirculation of water and overhead lighting have all

increased the productivity of Casa Flora's facilities.

In the last three years a new state of the art tissue

culture lab, automatic potting machine, and a new
spore germinating room have also been added.

Shipments from Florida are primarily by truck

lines that go up and down the Atlantic seaboard as

compared to Dallas, where shipments are by air or

Fed Ex. Dallas is blessed with the largest airport

in the United States and has seven runways with

direct shipping to Asia, Europe and South America.

The delivery time for these shipments is only eight

to 12 hours.

Casa Flora has 80 full-time employees with little

seasonal change as they ship 52 weeks a year.

Due to a wide range of customers in different

markets and climatic conditions, the shipping

peaks that some growers experience are more

evenly distributed throughout the year.Casa Flora

is currently mass-producing 126 fern species

and cultivars. Some new varieties are still in the

buildup phase and 300 others are undergoing

observation and growing tests to analyze them for

l I
' II H I

I

Fig.2 Ferns, ferns, and more ferns Fig. 3 A view of less than half of one of the greenhouses!
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Who is Casa Flora and what do they do?
speed of growth, quality of the plant, and consumer

appeal. Many of our new products come to us as

spore from individual collectors. We go through a

process of growing and selecting the best plants

before they are put into tissue culture. During the

selection process Casa Flora looks for new plants

with enough qualities to stand out as being unique.

The Casa Flora catalogue is available at www.
casaflora.com. It is full of information, photographs,

descriptions, hardiness zones, size and winter leaf

characteristics. It also contains growing tips for

tropical and hardy garden ferns. In the back of the

catalogue are suggested-use lists which include:

hardy ferns with unusual textures and colours;

ferns used for groundcover; hardy ferns used as

house plants, fast growing ferns used as annuals;

ferns popular on the west coast, and ferns for dry

areas.

Casa Flora has five in-house customer service

representatives who can help customers make
decisions, so that ordering is a pleasure. They
are very attentive to customers needs and keep

them informed throughout the shipping process.

Customers are notified a week before shipment

so pots and soil can be ready when plants arrive.

All shipments are made on Monday so they arrive

by Wednesday or Thursday. Customers are again

contacted after shipments have been made to

give them a tracking number, and once more to

confirm the receipt of plants and make sure the

customer is happy. All the plants are checked for

quality and size before they are safely packed in a

way that keeps the plants from dislodging during

shipping. (Fig.4) Quality and customer service are

important to retain customers and to increase

fern acceptance as an important niche crop to the

wholesale growing.

Casa Flora feels that ferns are increasing in

popularity and acceptance by both the grower and
the consumer. Garden magazines have featured

Fig.4 Ferns ready for shipping
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multi-page coloured pictures of ferns in the home
and garden. Articles have also featured ferns used

in flowers arrangements or even a single frond in

a simple vase.

Casa Flora uses many different venues to

spread the word about ferns. Customer service

representatives attend eight plant and landscape

conventions where they exhibit specimen ferns

for sale, answer customers' questions, and take

orders. Casa Flora presently advertises in six

trade magazines with colour advertisements from

a quarter page to full page. Consistent advertising

is important so when anyone thinks of ferns, they

will immediately think "Casa Flora". In 2008 Casa
Flora's advertising is going to stress the uses of

ferns as a ground cover in the older gardens that

are becoming shadier where grass is difficult to

grow. Ferns are also deer-resistant (deer are a big

problem in the United States), and native ferns are

emphasized for hardiness and drought resistance

in many parts of the USA.

Casa Flora's production is based on speculation

calculated from previous year's sales. Due to this,

customers are encouraged to pre-order plants as

early as possible to ensure plants will be available

on the date requested.

Best Sellers:

The most popularferns in the tropical market

are the A/ep/?ro/ep/scultivars. The best selling hardy

garden ferns include: Athyrium niponicum 'Pictum',

Dryopteris erythrosora 'Brilliance', D. x australis,

D. ludoviciana, Adiantum pedatum, Adiantum x

mairisii, D. pseudo-filix-mas, Cyrtomium falcatum

'Rochfordianum', Microlepia strigosa, Osmunda
cinnamomea, Osmunda regalis, Polystichum

acrostichoides, P. munitum, P. polyblepharum,

Selaginella erythropus ' Sanguinea', Thelypteris

decursive-pinnata, and Thelypteris kunthii.

Casa Flora donates many ferns to botanical

gardens in order to demonstrate the use of ferns

in gardens. When the public sees ferns in a

magazine in an attractive home or garden setting,

they will get the idea to use ferns in their homes
and gardens.

Ferns are definitely becoming a more important

plant for the future and ferns organizations like

BPS can help spread the word to the public.
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Evolution of a website
http ://www.rogergolding.co .uk/fcms
Roger Golding, 23 Tormount Road, London SE18 1QD
e-mail: rg@rogergolding.co.uk

Ferns in Britain and Ireland
A guide to ferns, horsetails, clubmosses and quillworts

Links to genus sections

Part 1 : Ferns as a treatment for depression

Botany was a strong interest from my early teens; my main focus was mountain flora, probably the result

of growing up first on the edge of the Lake District, and later in Teesdale. For many years, however,

this interest took a back seat to other concerns. About five years ago a variety of personal problems

culminated in a period of several months' leave from work due to depression. Casting around for things

to keep me going I worked in the garden, and began running every day. Stopping for breath I often found

myself looking at the plants growing around and found my interest in botany being rekindled. I realized I

had forgotten most of what I knew about wild plants in Britain; the task of learning to recognise species in

the wild seemed slightly overwhelming. Where to start? I was growing a few types of ferns by then, and

being a relatively small group it seemed that I could perhaps learn to identify all of the British ones relatively

easily, and then move on to other groups. Five years on, I'm still mystified by some of them, and rather than

moving on to other groups

of plants, find myself

becoming more deeply

involved in ferns.

Looking for ferns in

the wild, I quickly came
up against a problem.

Illustrations in the standard

wild flower guides were

uninformative; short

descriptions in the more

technical botany reference

books without illustrations

were equally of little use

to the beginner. Specialist

guides to ferns were either

unavailable or too big to

carry in the field. Over

the next couple of years I

found more books, but at

that stage I was frustrated,
The home page of the website at http://www.rogergolding.co.uk/ferns

Unable to identify with

confidence many of the ferns I was finding. Not knowing where to find some of the rarer and more unusual

species, I came across the British Pteridological Society while searching the web. Field meetings?

Growing ferns from spore? This sounded more like it. I joined, and rapidly started to make a nuisance

of myself.

An idea was taking shape. It was obvious (to me) that what was needed was a comprehensive

detailed guide to British ferns, small enough to use in the field, but with good clear illustrations and lots

of photographs. I could visualize it quite clearly, even down to the weight and feel of it in my backpack.

Small problem: there's no way a beginner like me could do such a thing, and even if I could, no-one would

publish it. So, I clearly couldn't do a book, but I did know a bit about websites. I thought (optimistically)

that it would be relatively easy for someone with the knowledge of ferns to do it as a web guide. Find

someone who knows about ferns to collaborate with and we're away. Diffidently, I broached the idea,

not certain of the response. I found myself talking about this rather a lot, and people would listen politely,

sometimes with interest, occasionally with enthusiasm, but I eventually came to understand that if it was

going to was actually going to have to do something about it myself.

At that p as back at work, commuting between Oxford and London on the coach, a journey of
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Adiantum
Anogramma
Asplenium

Athyrium

Azolla

Blechnum
Botrychium

Cryplogramma
Cyrtomlum
Cystopteris

Dicksonla

Dryopteris

Equiselum
Gymnocarpium
Hymenophyllum
Matteuccia

Microsorum

Onoclea
Ophioglossum
Oreopteris

Welcome to the Fern Site. This is a work in progress, so please be aware
that I am continually adding to it and updating it The current version contains

images of most species of British and Irish ferns. Including established alien

species; also some subspecies and varieties. It does not yet cover hybrids -

1

hope to be able to include those soon.

The guide is arranged so that species can be accessed via the two main

headings at the top of each page above (Ferns, and Clubmosses and
Quillworts); In alphabetical order by genus via the left navigation bar or via

the index of names (Latin and English). There is no key, but again I hope to

Include one at a later stage. There are many good keys available in

published works; there is also a good on-line key at fem-id

(httoVNvww.mldwales.com/westhlll/mydbfem/). The genus and species

classification is based on a number of published sources. I have attempted to

give the most up-to-date scientific names: with some species there is

disagreement or ambiguity, for example in the classification of Hartstongue

Fern and Rustyback Fern. In both these cases I have included them In genus
Asplenium. All commonly used English and Latin names I have been able to

find in publications of the last twenty years or so are included in the index

(names used in these Islands, that is. Some day I may get around to

including names from other cultures and languages). I have not used
classification by family to organise this guide, nor have I Included family

names in this version - the family organisation of ferns and so-called fern

allies has been substantially modified In recent years, and is still not clear, so

I have avoided the issue entirely at this stage.



Evolution of a website

Photographing Cryptogramma crispa in the field

two hours each way (on a good day). Lots

of time to read, sleep, and oh, work on a

laptop. I began plotting out ideas. Design:

colours - neutral, as a background for

showing shades of green; sections - how
to divide it up; classification - what's the

latest thinking? And so it went. Lists of ferns

- botanical names, English names, what's

the most up-to-date name? Research,

and teaching myself the bones of how to

put together a website. I knew a bit, but

more about managing sites than building

them. Money was short and didn't run to

buying up-to-date versions of web-building

packages, so I taught myself the basic

coding skills from books.

I put together a pilot version - a few pages

with sample photographs. The response was
very positive. I still had not found anyone to collaborate with, although ideas of linking with other sites

and possible future projects were suggested; these remain possibilities for the future. I might be doing

this on my own but one thing I was determined to do was get some input from others in the form of

photographs. I was already using virtually every day of holiday I had photographing ferns, but I could

see it was going to take years at this rate. I put forward an appeal at the AGM in 2006, asking for

photographs. Over the next few months contributions began coming in, and a result I was able to fill in

a number of species.

In late summer of that year the web site finally went live, with a new Internet Service Provider - I had

been using my old free service for the test site, but the limited web space available was not enough so

I moved the whole thing to a commercial service.

The next year I invested in a new digital camera and some other equipment to try to improve the

quality of my photographs. In late summer 2007 I finally achieved my first major goal - to get at least

one image of every full species native in the

British Isles (or so I thought).

So what now? Well, I've been writing

descriptions for months now, and have

finished only a handful. This is proving very

hard, and is one of the reasons I initially

hoped to get collaboration with an expert. I

currently have no timescale for this, but just

hope to complete it eventually. Subspecies

and hybrids of course - hybrids in particular

present a challenge as there are some
that have occurred historically but are not

currently known in the British Isles; more and

better images, especially of identification

details (contributions welcome); some
The difficulty of photographing large fronds

redesign, perhaps changing the way the

images work; larger images, probably including larger thumbnails; distribution maps; and perhaps

eventually extend coverage to Europe? You never know. What I initially conceived of as a project lasting

maybe 2-3 years now extends seemingly forever into the future.

So, a treatment for depression? Well, all I can say is in my case the interest in ferns coincided with

the start of my recovery. I still have relapses, but working with ferns always helps!

^ ^^^^^^^^^^
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Soil spore banks and
illegal immigrants - an update
Adrian Dyer 499 Lanark Road West. Balerno, Edinburgh. EH14 7AL
e-mail: adrian@dyer499.freeserve.co.uk

In 1995 I wrote about the ferns I had raised from soil scraped off my walking boots after holidays abroad

(Pteridologist 2 (6), 240-241). I drew attention to the possibility that soil from abroad brought in to the

UK on boots, and probably also birds' feet and vehicles, could result in the introduction of foreign ferns.

This is a post-script to that article.

One of the ferns I reported on was the Fancy Fern, Dryopteris intermedia, which I grew from soil***

Fig.1 Dryopteris intermedia

off my boots after a week-long field trip looking at ferns in north Michigan, USA, in 1990. These plants

have now been growing in my garden near Edinburgh for about 15 years. With its semi-wintergreen

lacy fronds and fresh green colour, it has proved an asset in a fern border (Fig. 1 ). As a bonus, when

young fronds are rubbed, the pleasant scent produced by the many small glandular hairs is reminiscent

of pine-woods.

As also reported in 1995, 1 raised plants of Adiantum raddianum, Athyrium filix-femina and Dryopteris

spp. after a holiday in Madeira, and Asplenium onopteris and Dryopteris sp. after a visit to La Gomera.

However, in the absence of a glasshouse, they all succumbed during the winter in the open in my
garden. The failure of A. filix-femina, a British native species, is potentially interesting. Although it is not

certain that its demise was due to winter weather, it might be an indication that not only the species but

also the provenance is important in determining survival in a different climate.

Since my last article on this subject, a visit to Brazil in 1 996, which finished with walks in the rainforest

beside the Rio Negro, yielded plants of Christella sp. (Figs.2 & 3) and Nephrolepis sp., now in cultivation

at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. More recently I again cultured the soil from my boots after a

second visit to Madeira in April, 2007. Less than a teaspoon of soil remained on my boots when I
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Soil spore banks and illegal immigrants
returned but this was enough to spread thinly over

sand in 5 small Petri dishes. In each dish, many
fern gametophytes grew along with a few seedlings

and some mosses. Nine months after starting the

cultures, no sporophytes have yet appeared but it

will be interesting to see which species eventually

develop.

Fig. 2 Christella sp.

The small list of species recovered from each

sample is probably not an accurate reflection

|

of the range of spores in the soil. It is likely that

gametophytes of other species were present but

failed to develop into identifiable sporophytes.

It is also unlikely that these five instances of

boots picking up soil containing fern spores are

exceptional; none of the soil samples I have tried

failed to yield gametophytes. This emphasises the

potential for spores to enter the UK from abroad

in soil. The potential is probably even greater now
than 13 years ago because of increasing travel

abroad, and particularly the increase in vehicular

traffic from mainland Europe through the Channel

Tunnel. It seems increasingly likely that ferns from

mainland Europe will enter Britain in this way as

illegal immigrants. When it is a species also native

in the UK, which many European species are,

an alien individual will be undetectable, except

possibly by detailed molecular studies. It is thus

quite possible that ferns have already entered in

this way and become established without being

recognised.
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If an alien species was brought into the UK
by this route, whether from mainland Europe or

from further afield, it would be noticed, but up

to now it would have been assumed that it was
a garden escape. I would suggest that it is now
increasingly unsafe to assume that such a fern

is a garden escape if there is no independent

confirmation, especially if it is beside a road or

footpath. Temperate species from anywhere in

the world might be inadvertently brought into the

UK in soil in this way. With climate warming, some
species previously restricted to southern Europe

and similar climates elsewhere, having entered

the UK in soil, might also establish, at least in the

south of England.

Fig.3 Christella sp. frond

Finally, afu rther implication oftheseobservations

is that it is entirely possible that fern spores could

enter the UK from abroad in the soil of foreign-

grown plants, such as some of those in garden

centres. It is of course equally likely that soil with

plants grown in British nurseries will also contain

spores of other species which have entered the

initially sterile compost during cultivation. While it

is likely that all these would be of other commonly
cultivated ferns, if the soil was cultured and the

gametophytes and subsequent sporelings raised,

plants could be obtained for free, something

gardeners always welcome.

I would be interested to hear from anyone else

who has obtained ferns in this way, whether as

souvenirs of a walking holiday or as two-for-the-

price-of-one from nurseries.
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Bquisetum x willmotii
Pat Acock, 13 Star Lane, St Mary Cray, Rent. BR5 3LJ
email pat.acock@btinternet.com

In 1994 Dr Alan Willmot discovered an unusual

Equisetum near the Black River north of Dowra,

Co. Cavan, Ireland. This was sent to Chris Page

the BSBI recorder who duly confirmed it as

Equisetum telmateia x E. fluviatile and named it

after the discoverer as Equisetum x willmotii. This

was the first discovery of this hybrid. Nothing much
was heard of this plant after it was described in

Glasra 2: 135-8 and added to The Ferns of Britain

and Ireland 2nd edition in 1997. A few people went

across the water to see it, some found it and others

did not.

Then out of the blue a new locality was found

by the Lancaster Canal. It was recorded in a throw

away comment of three lines in the February

2005 issue of Watsonia (Vol.25, Pt 3, p 241).

Incidentally another newly-identified horsetail,

Equisetum x robertsii, was also recorded by the

Lancaster Canal in this article. Since these are

only the second records of both these plants I am
surprised their discovery did not generate more

interest.

WmmB

The colony of Equisetum x willmotii on the Isle of Wight

In 2005 Paul Stanley

sent me an unusual

Equisetum from the Isle

of Wight for identification.

Paul is a botanist with

an incredible ability to

note small differences in

horsetails, and I was at a

total loss as to what it was.

I was about to write back to

him to confess this when
I thought I would read

his letter through again

to make sure that I had

answered all his queries.

I obviously had only skip Sr^>^3v3*
read it before because *

the words that this hybrid

looked liked one he had

seen a year earlier on the

Lancaster Canal hit me like

a brick. I immediately put

the sections back on the

microscope and realised

that Paul had stumbled

on the third colony of this

elusive plant. Key give

away characters include

its similarity to E. telmateia

but with fewer side branches, its large central

hollow and a character that Chris Page noted years

ago and has been true of all E. fluviatile hybrids

to date ie. that the endodermis goes around each

of the individual carinal canals and not in a ring

around the lot.

My daughter wanted to take the children on

a day trip so I decided to go to the Isle of Wight

where we duly passed by the site; a dry dew pond

by the side of the road at Beacon Alley. The colony

was quite large and full of statuesque stems.

A little later we went on a family holiday to SW
Scotland taking in the Lancaster Canal en route

and with an exact map provided by Paul Stanley.

The colony had been heavily grazed by horses

and was difficult to get to directly but sufficient was

found to confirm the plant.

When we arrived back from Scotland there was

Equisetum x willmotii stem
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Equisetum x willmotu

another Equisetum to identify from Paul Stanley, horsetail hunter

extraordinaire. He had been in SW Scotland as well and had found

yet another colony of Equisetum x willmotii. And what is really galling,

I had turned the car around not 20 feet from his new site. Fortunately

Martin Rickard, my son John and I were on our way up to Scotland

the following year and managed to call in on the site although by the

time we reached it, it was twilight.

As a post script, Paul Stanley has also found Equisetum x font-

queri on the Isle of Wight and the BPS was able to visit both sites as

well as find Equisetum x litorale on its 2006 meeting.

Left: Equisetum x litorale Right: Equisetum x font-queri

COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF HERBARIUM
FERN SPECIMENS FOR THE WISLEY HERBARIUM

A challenge to all BPS members and fern enthusiasts worldwide!

Elsewhere in this issue, on page 53, Graham Ackers describes the background to and the integration

of the British Pteridological Society's herbarium with that of the Royal Horticultural Society at Wisley,

in Surrey. The addition of the BPS herbarium has greatly increased the number of taxa represented

in the Wisley collection, the aim of which is to become the world's premier herbarium resource for

cultivated fern research. For this to be realised there is a need to continue adding specimens to all

the fern groups. The challenge to members of the BPS and fern enthusiasts worldwide is to help in

the realisation of this ambition. To this end, therefore, the BPS website (www.ebps.org.uk) will publish

guidance notes on the collection and preparation of specimens for donation to the RHS Herbarium.

A list of taxa required by the herbarium is currently being prepared and will eventually be published

on the BPS website but this doesn't prevent fern enthusiasts everywhere taking up the challenge

NOW! In the present absence of a list of desiderata, you are invited to send to the herbarium any fern

cultivar and cultivated fern species you feel to be unusual. Ferns cultivated in other countries as well

as the United Kingdom and Ireland are welcome.

Jennifer M. Ide

[N.B. The guidance notes and proforma will also be on the RHS website later this year. For non-

computer users, they will also be available from the BPS General Secretary]
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Tree-Fern Newsletter No. 14
Edited by Alastair C. Wardlaw
Convener of BPS Tree-Fern Special Interest Group (until AGM 2009)
92 Drymen Rd, Bearsden, Glasgow G61 2SY, UK. e-mail: a.wardlaw@tiscali.co.uk

Editorial: Genus DicksonJa
Most readers of this page have a pretty good idea of

what constitutes a tree fern. Like me, you probably think

of an 'architectural' plant, such as Dicksonia antarctica,

with a fibrous trunk and long, graceful and highly-divided

fronds. They spread like an umbrella from the top of a

stout stem, and the whole thing would be much too big

to take in a taxi or press onto a herbarium sheet. One
of the most luxuriant specimens I have seen recently is

that pictured below at Ascog Victorian Fernery on the

Island of Bute.
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Luxuriantly-spreading Dicksonia antarctica at Ascog on Bute.

However it is one thing to have a general idea of a

tree fern, but quite another to offer a precise definition.

It can be much harder still to give a name confidently

to an unlabelled specimen. The New Zealand authors

Mark Large and John Braggins in their2004 monograph

Tree Ferns included trunked species of Blechnum,

Osmunda and Todea as 'tree ferns'. A different issue

is that some taxa such as Dicksonia lanata could be

accused of 'having been careless with their genes',

through losing an earlier ability to make an upright

trunk. For horticulturalists, a major problem is the

lack of a World Flora with a World Key. For example

the approx. 22 species of Dicksonia, are described

in various regional floras. But there is no coordinated

World Flora for the horticulturist confronted with plants

from unknown sources. The problem is, of course,

much worse with Cyathea and its 600-odd species.

Away from the sordid tasks of helping to solve

human rapes, murders and paternities, DNA is now
providing a scheme for fern taxonomy based on

genetic relationships. The important paper on tree-fern

taxonoi y Petra Korall and her co-workers (2006),

references i t the end, revealed that:

Dicksonia and Cyathea have a common evolutionary

ancestor. Therefore it is legitimate to regard these and

some related genera as 'core' tree ferns. This 'core'

excludes Blechnum, Osmunda and Todea, some of

which may happen to have trunks, but are not 'core'

tree ferns from an evolutionary-genetical standpoint.

With Dicksonia, only 7 species have had their DNA
analysed so far, but with the satisfactory outcome that

the genus appears to be monophyletic. This means it

is not an 'artificial' or 'rag-bag' genus. The evidence

suggests that these 7 species all 'radiated' from a

common 'Ancestral' Dicksonia - like Darwin's finches

on the Galapagos Islands.

Of the 7 species studied so far, D. antarctica and

D. fibrosa are DNA-wise close to each other, while

D. sellowiana is their nearest neighbour; and D.

arborescens is further away. D. squarrosa and D.

lanata form a close pair, despite the latter lacking an

upright trunk. Most distantly related to any of these in

the chart below is D. thyrsopteroides.

'Ancestral'

Dicksonia

thyrsopteroides

— lanata

— squarrosa

arborescens

1—
i sellowiana

HE
fibrosa

antarctica

Phylogenetic tree of 7 species of Dicksonia, showing a

common ancestry, based on the DNA base sequences of

4 plastid genes (Korall, P., ef a/., 2006).
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Although the genus Dicksonia seems (based on 7

species) to be monophyletic, the family Dicksoniaceae

was found by Korall et al. to be paraphyletic, i.e. not an

evolutionarily-coherent group.

Apractical spin-offfrom this work is that DNAanalysis

is likely, in the not too distant future, to allow Dicksonia

and Cyathea tree ferns to be identified unambiguously

to species level, even with immature plants. Eventually

this might be done by specialist labs and mail order at a

price affordable by field botanists and fern growers. For

further insights, see the article 'Barcodes for Botanists'

in Pteridologist (2006) 4:5, 1 37.

Reference
Korall, P. ef al. (2006). Tree ferns: Monophyletic groups and

their relationships as revealed by four protein-coding plastid

loci. Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution 39: 830-845.
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Crested varieties of Cyathea cooperi
Nicola Fldler
Mt Lofty Botanic Garden, 16 Lampert Road, Piccadilly 5151, South Australia

e-mail: fidler.nicky@saugov.sa.gov.au

Tree ferns show remarkably little tendency to produce crested

varieties, with two notable exceptions, both originating from the

Australian species Cyathea cooperi, (Fig. 1 or Cooper's tree

fern.

Fig.1 C. cooperi 'Allyn Lace', just starting to trunk

The two cultivars of C. cooperi illustrated here, 'Allyn Lace' (Fig.

2) and 'Allyn Krest' (Fig. 3) were discovered as spontaneous

mutants by plant-breeder Noel C. Jupp of Riverdene Nurseries,

East Gresford, New South Wales, Australia. The variety 'Allyn

Lace', described as 'cristate' was discovered in 1988, while the

'corymbose' cultivar 'Allyn Krest' originated as a mutant from

'Allyn Lace' in 1995. Both were propagated by tissue culture.

Subsequently, when 4 years old, 'Allyn Lace' produced spores

'moderately profusely', but Allyn Krest has only sterile fronds.

To obtain plant-breeders rights, the two new varieties were
officially registered in 1996, and recorded in the Australian

Government publication Plant Varieties Journal (9:4, 24-25,

1996). This can be accessed on the web and is the source of

the above information.

The 'Allyn Lace' illustrated here is in the Fern Gully at Mt Lofty
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Botanic Garden, near Adelaide, while the

Allyn Krest' is still being grown-on in the

propagation house. A general account of

the extensive collection of ferns in the Fern

Gully at Mt Lofty appeared in a previous

issue of this journal (Pteridologist 4: 4, 116-

117, 2005).

Although not specifically identified as

Allyn Krest' at the time, the crested cultivar

of C. cooperi reported briefly and illustrated

in Tree-Fern Newsletter No. 8, would appear

now, from its corymbose fronds, to be this

variety (see Pteridologist 4:1
, 16, 2002).

Fig. 2 C. cooperi 'Allyn Lace', showing the

cresting of pinnae.

Fig. 3 Small plant of C. cooperi 'Allyn Krest' in

the propagation house.
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Tree Ferns in San Francisco
Darren Lloyd
RO. Box 952, El Ccrrito, California CA 94530-0952, U.S.A.
E-mail: darrcn@fcrntastic.com

One of the numerous and very agreeable aspects of

living in the San Francisco Bay area is the sight of

tree ferns growing outside in relatively large numbers.

One notices them during walks through the downtown
streets and in suburban gardens. Any reasonably-sized

nursery here will certainly have some for sale.

Fig.1 Primitive Plant Garden in Strybing Arboretum;

left: Cyathea cooperi; right: Dicksonia antarctica?

Climate

Situated in the middle latitudes of the Pacific west coast

of the United States, the San Francisco Bay offers a

Mediterranean type of climate not found elsewhere in

this country. The interaction of the topography with the

climate in turn generates various microclimates. The
Pacific Ocean regulates the temperature and reduces

the extremes that occur further inland. As a result, we
have only small seasonal variations in temperature.

There is often dense fog.

Winters are moist, mild and largely free of frost, with

temperatures averaging 10-16°C (55-60°F), and lows

in the range of 7-1 0°C (45-50°F). Snow is extremely

rare and only occurs in small amounts at the highest

elevations. Most of the rainfall (annual average: 500mm
or 20 inches) occurs between November and March.

Summers are dry, with very little rain during June

through August. Due to the cool maritime air, and the

coastal fog for which the city is well known, the average
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summer temperature for San Francisco is only 16-21 °C
(60-70°F), with lows in the range 10-13°C (50-55°F).

USDA plant hardiness zones for the San Francisco

Bay area are 9b to 10a.

Aside from the numerous privately-owned tree

ferns, two major botanical gardens have collections of

these 'architectural' plants growing outdoors.

Fig. 2 Well-trunked Cyathea medullaris in

Strybing Arboretum

San Francisco Botanical Garden
Located in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park, the San

Francisco Botanical Garden is a 55-acre public garden

featuring some 7,000 species of plants from around

the world. Together with the Strybing Arboretum, it was
established in 1940 through a generous bequest made
by Mrs. Helene Strybing. The gardens (Figs 1 & 2) are

open to the public, free of charge, for 365 days in the

year. At present they contain 7 species of tree fern,

some long-established and very tall.

Upon entering the Main Gate, you will immediately

see four species: Dicksonia blumei from Indonesia,

Dicksonia squarrosa from New Zealand, Cyathea atrox

from New Guinea, and another New Zealand endemic,

Cyathea medullaris. The D. blumei was grown from

spore obtained from Bali Botanic Garden in 1999.

Proceeding further into the garden, past the Main

Lawn and fountain, one reaches the Wildfowl Pond.

Just to the east of the bridge across the pond is a

magnificent stand of large C. medullaris (Fig. 2). Nearby

are two specimens of Cibotium glaucum, or Hapu'u
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pulu, a species endemic to the Hawaiian Islands. Both

of these specimens were acquired as bare-rooted

trunks from a nursery in Hawaii about ten years ago.

To the west of the Pond is the Primitive Plant Garden

containing numerous Dicksonia antarctica, along with

Cyathea cooperi, both species being Australian natives

(Fig. 1). Many of the C. cooperi, along with some of

the C. medullaris, were planted before 1960. Some
of the other C. medullaris were grown from spore and

planted about ten years ago. There are further tree-

fern species currently being cultivated and waiting to

be planted out. The Garden's website is: http://www.

sfbotanicalgarden.org/

City gardens
Golden Gate Park is also home to two other collections

of tree ferns. Northeast of the San Francisco Botanical

Garden is the M.H. de Young Museum. This fine arts

museum is surprisingly home to a collection of thirty-

three tree ferns housed in an open air atrium within the

building. The atrium is behind glass, but is open to the

air at the top. The species here seem to be D. antarctica

and C. cooperi, with at least one D. squarrosa. The
Museum's website is: www.famsf.org/deyoung/index.

asp

Further east on John F. Kennedy Drive and located

opposite The Conservatory of Flowers is Tree-Fern Dell

(Fig. 3), a forest of well established tree ferns growing

within the park. The predominant species found here

would seem to be D. antarctica, with some C. cooperi
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and C. medullaris. An article in the American Fern

Journal published in 1959 states that there were eight

species within Golden Gate Park. The Park's website

address is: http://www.golden-gate-park.com/

Fig. 3 Tree-Fern Dell on John F. Kennedy Drive

Amongst the privately-owned tree fern collections

in the city of San Francisco, my favourite is the group

of seven C. cooperi (Fig. 4) located at 1160 Battery

Street (opposite Pier 19 on the Embarcadero). They
were planted in 2000 and include a magnificent large

specimen 3.3 meters high, with a crown spanning
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some 4.9 meters. If you plan to visit them, please be

mindful that they are on private property and stay on

the paved areas.

Fig. 4 Cyathea cooperi at 1160 Battery Street

University of California Botanical Garden at Berkeley

Across San Francisco Bay, at 200 Centennial Drive

in Berkeley, is another botanical treasure-house, the

University of California Botanical Garden at Berkeley.

It is open to the public (excluding major holidays) from

9:00am-5:00pm daily. Website:

http://botanicalgarden.berkeley.edu/

The garden covers 34 acres and is home to over

9,600 plant species, the majority growing outdoors in

areas arranged geographically by continent or region.

There are also special collections of epiphytes, ferns,

carnivorous, and tropical plants in greenhouses. At

present, there are 5 species of tree ferns growing

outside in this garden.

The outdoor tree ferns are primarily located in the

Australasia section. Here are many D. antarctica (Fig

5), along with a D. blumei, D. squarrosa, and a mature

Dicksonia fibrosa, or Wheki Ponga, from New Zealand,

complete with the distinctive 'skirt' of dead fronds which

protect the plant. Some of the larger tree ferns have

the epiphyte Platycerium planted on their trunks.

Also in the Australasia section there are several

specimens of the "dwarf tree fern" Blechnum gibbum

(Fig. 6), a species endemic to New Caledonia and

other islands of the South Pacific. Whilst not a true

tree fern, this species along with other blechnums

develops a small trunk with a crown of fronds on top.

Two larger species of trunk-forming fern are also to be

found here, Sadleria cyatheoides, or 'Ama'u, endemic
to Hawai'i, and Todea barbara, a species that occurs

in Southern Africa, Australia, and the North Island of

New Zealand.
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Continuing east into the garden leads to the Mexico/

Central America section, which is home to several

young specimens of Dicksonia sellowiana, endemic

to Mexico, central and southern America. This

section of the garden is home to several specimens

of Lophosoria quadripinnata, a trunk-forming species

which is also endemic to Mexico, central and southern

America.Toward the middle of the garden, adjacent to

the Conference Centre in the Cycad and Palm Garden,

there is also a large stand of D. antarctica.

Fig. 5 UC Botanical Garden at Berkeley:

Dicksonia antarctica.

Horticulture of tree ferns

Although the climate in the San Francisco Bay Area

is suitable for many tree-fern species, there are some
special horticultural considerations. Irrigation is perhaps

the most obvious and, during the three months of our

normally dry summer season, it is critical that tree ferns

receive regular watering. This is done at the two public

gardens mentioned, with sprinkler heads at the end

of narrow vertical pipes reaching above each plant.

Fig. 6 UC Botanical Garden at Berkeley:

tru ^d specimen of Blechnum gibbum.
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As the tree ferns gain height, the length of the pipe is

adjusted accordingly. Alternatively, the tree ferns can

be watered manually, which is how I do it.

Although the San Francisco Bay area generally has

a moderate climate, a further issue of concern is frost.

During the "freeze of the century" in 1989, the recorded

temperature in the nursery area of the San Francisco

Botanical Garden hit a low of -7°C (20°F), and did not

rise above freezing forfive consecutive days. During this

time numerous tree ferns in the garden were damaged,

but fortunately the majority of them recovered. Should

such temperature extremes occur again, the garden

plans to wrap the more 'exotic' tree ferns.

Horticultural fleece is freely-available in large sheets

for covering crops, but its application to (and removal

from) numerous scattered tree ferns in a botanic

garden would seem not to be a practical proposition. I

do, however, use it for plants in my own collection.

My collection

I became interested in tree ferns through a passion for

fossils going back to childhood days. When my wife

and I moved from Kent in England to San Francisco

II years ago, I thus brought a latent long-standing

enthusiasm for ancient plants. Three years ago this led

to the acquisition of my own 'prehistoric' tree fern, a D.

antarctica from a local store. This was soon followed

by a C. cooperi 'Brentwood' and another D. antarctica.

Later, from Canada, came spore-grown plants of

Cyathea brownii, Cyathea smithii, Dicksonia fibrosa,

and Dicksonia squarrosa. From the annual spring sale

of the San Francisco Botanical Garden I acquired C.

atrox, C. medullaris, and C. novae-caledoniae. From

Hawaii came Cibotium glaucum, rarely cultivated here,

and mailed as bare-rooted plants. I recently purchased

a small Cyathea tomentosissima from a grower in

Southern California.

Blechnum gibbum 'Silver Lady' is also readily

available here and grows particularly well. Less

frequently offered is Blechnum brasiliense, another

trunking blechnum which is endemic to South America.

This has particularly attractive bright red new fronds,

but in my experience it is very sensitive to not being

kept moist and will die if it dries out. All these are

now growing outside our house, along with some 150

other species of pteridophytes - ferns, equisetums,

and selaginellas, accompanied by thirteen species of

cycad, a Ginkgo tree, and a Wollemi Pine.

I have been growing ferns from spore for quite

some time now and have built up a considerable stock

of young plants of numerous species. This summer I

expect to start my own home-based retail mail-order

nursery, specializing in tree ferns, along with Californian

native and xeric ferns.
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Tree Ferns at Brodick Castle Gardens
Christine Nicholson

Brodick Castle Gardens, National Trust for Scotland, Brodick,

Isle of Arran KA27 8HY
e-mail : chris .nicholson 1 (a)btinternet .com
To Duchess from Manse?
Not long after I first started working at Brodick Castle,

on the Isle of Arran in 2005, I came upon a young boy

with his parents. He was gazing upwards with wonder.

"I don't think I have ever seen anything like that before"

he said in awed tones, paused thoughtfully and then

added definitely "No. I have never seen anything like

that before." He had just met his first tree fern and the

largest Dicksonia antarctica in the Gardens.

Fig.1 Largest of the two original plants of Dicksonia

antarctica, with 4.3m trunk, in the Woodland Garden

The above D. antarctica is one of the two original

tree ferns of this species to be planted in the Woodland
Garden at Brodick Castle. Exactly when these

specimens got here is unclear. The card index in the

garden office records their arrival 'in the early 1950s'

as a gift to the Duchess of Montrose, owner of the

Castle until 1 957 when it came to the National Trust for

Scotland. The gift of tree ferns originated apparently

from the garden of the Church of Scotland manse in

the nearby village of Corrie.

Recently however, Lady Jean Fforde, the daughter

of the late Duchess, told me that as a child she
remembers the two tree ferns being in the garden
before World War II. The card index records that the

original collecting was done by 'Landsborough'. It

turns out that the Rev. D. Landsborough (1779-1854)

and his son David (1826-1912), both naturalists from

Ayrshire, had links with Arran and that three of the

Reverend's sons, including William Landsborough

(1825-1886), emigrated to Australia. This may be a

clue as to how these tree ferns arrived on Arran, but

the story is tantalisingly incomplete.

The largest (Fig. 1) of the two original tree ferns

is now 4.3m high and has fronds about 3m long and

80cm wide. The diameter of the trunk at 1m above
ground is 55cm. Growing epiphytically on its trunk is

Fieldia australis (a climber in the Gesneriaceae family)

as well as some native Dryopters dilatata , mosses
and Oxalis. It is situated next to Rhododendron
strigillosum and Portugese laurel. Bluebells flower

around its base.

The second of the original D. antarctica from the

Corrie manse garden is at the opposite end of the

Lower Rhododendron Walk, on a slope below the

'raised beach' and is slightly smaller.

Self-generation from spores

Today there are dozens of D. antarctica in the Woodland
Garden, all apparently derived from spores shed by

the two original 'founder' plants or their offspring. Most

of these young tree ferns are growing on the Lower
Rhodendron Walk, a path that runs a few metres above

sea level and parallel to the shore road. This habitat

has moderate shade provided by a canopy of beech,

Scot's pine, oak and larch and, at the lower level, has

a thick belt of Rhododendron ponticum which provides

protection from gales.

Further along the Lower Rhododendron Walk is

a grove (Fig. 2) of 11 D. antarctica, each with trunks

about 2m high. Garden records indicate that these were

transplanted from naturally-generated sporophytes

and have grown about 50cm in the past 8 years.

Thus throughout the Woodland Garden, the mature

plants of D. antarctica shed spores which germinate

on rocks, stumps and eroding slopes, and give rise to

numerous young sporophytes (Fig. 3). From time to

time some of these are dug up and sold in the Castle's

plant-sales shop. On the Lower Rhododendron
Walk the young sporophytes generally appear a

few metres to the east of the likely parent - i.e. in

line with the prevailing westerly winds. Supporting

this interpretation is the fact that only a few young

sporophytes have established to the west of the largest

original D. antarctica.

A notable feature of the self-propagation is its

restriction to a few tens of metres from the likely

parent plants. So although habitats similar to those

in the Wooded Garden extend for several kilometres
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D. antarctica. The large specimen (Fig. 4) transplanted

there sometime before 1998 now has a trunk over 3m
tall and a diameter of 43cm.

This large tree fern is estimated to have grown
about 30 cm in 1 years. Spreading for about 30-40m

Fig. 2 Lower Rhododendron Walk: Part of the grove of 11

D. antarctica made by transplanting some spontaneously

appearing sporophytes.

Fig.3 Numerous young sporophytes of D. antarctica growing with

Blechnum spicant and rhododendron seedlings on the slope of the

'raised beach' in the Woodland Garden.

along the East coast of Arran, there seems to be little

tendency for such longer-distance spore travel, leading

to spontaneously-appearing tree ferns in the native

woodlands beyond the Garden.

Mill Burn
Below the Garden in earlier times was a water-

powered mill whose millrace was fed by the rushing

stream ('burn') that nowadays provides an interesting

water feature in the upper terraces of the Woodland
Garden. The hanks of this 'Mill Burn' have also been

good for grov
|
and allowing the self-propagation of
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Mill Burn with a large D. antarctica that is

t
Fig. 4. Path

the likely source of the numerous smaller tree ferns in the fore-

ground, and further downstream.

downstream on the rocky banks of the burn are several

dozen self-sown D. antarctica, likely originating from

the large specimen upstream.

Also along the banks of the Mill Burn are recently-

planted specimens of Cyathea brownii, Cyathea smithii

(Fig. 5) and Cyathea dealbata, the last two received

from Andrew Ensoll at RBGE.
Elsewhere are three Dicksonia squarrosa (Fig. 6)

doing well by the ponds below the walled garden. These

were purchased from Burncoose Nursery in 1993.

Around 4 or 5 years ago the fronds all died back and it

was feared that the ferns had been killed. Fortunately

however D. squarrosa is a suckering species. New
growth sprouted from the base and today the largest

trunk is about 80cm high and 18cm diameter.
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Fig 5. Young plant of Cyathea smithii beside the Mill Burn

Climate
Brodick Castle Gardens enjoy a mild, wet climate. The
Isle of Arran is sheltered by the Ayrshire coast to the

east and the Kintyre peninsula to the west. It benefits

from the North Atlantic Drift. The Garden is south-

facing and located on the east side of the Island. In the

nursery area, in the lower part of the garden, we have

a weather station to take records for the Met Office.

In 2007 there was a total rainfall of 1907mm. Snow
settles only occasionally in the Gardens (Fig. 7).

Air and ground (officially known as 'grass') frosts

are frequent but mostly short-lived. There were 10 air

frosts in 2007 between January and March, the lowest

air temperature being -4.2°C. There were 10 air frosts
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in November and December the lowest being -3.9°C.

There were 95 ground frosts throughout 2007,

with June, July and August the only ground-frost-

free months. The lowest, and exceptional recorded,

'grass' temperature of -14.9°C was on Christmas

Eve 2007. Previously, since 1988, the minimum
'grass' temperature was -12°C in February 1987 and
December 2005. During the same period the minimum
air temperature was -6.9°C in March 2001, and the

maximum air temperature 29.2°C in July 2006.

In addition, we have started recently to record the

temperatures at different locations around the Garden.

The lowest minimum temperature noted on the Lower
Rhododendron Walk between 12 December 2007 and
15 January 2008 was -1.0°C, the highest maximum
was 13°C. The lowest minimum and highest maximum
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temperatures in the Mill Burn area for the same period

were -2.0°C and 12°C respectively. These figures are

not exactly comparable with the data recorded for the

Met Office in the nursery area (which is open to the

sky). Aside from the shelter effect of the woodland

locations, the thermometers are different from the Met

Office type.

Fig. 6. Dicksonia squarrosa, planted in 1993, resprouted from a

trunk that died around 1998.

Access
The Woodland Garden, where all the tree ferns grow,

is open throughout the year from 9.30 to sunset.

Other large exotic ferns there include Lophosoria

quadripinnata, Thyrsopteris elegans and Woodwardia
radicans. The Castle building and the Walled Garden

(which has no tree ferns) is open daily from 21 March to

31 October, between 10 and 4.30. The walled garden

has a large patch of original-clone Athyrium filix-femina

'Victoriae'.

Fig 7. Snow on a D. antarctica beside a lily pond, in

January 2008.
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Bulbils on Tree Ferns
Martin Rickard
Pear Tree Cottage, Kyre, Tenbury Wells, Worcs WR15 8RN
e-mail: h.m.rickard(abtinternet.com
Bulbils on fern fronds are well known across a wide

range of genera but, so far as I am aware, they have

never been reported on tree ferns.

Fig. 1 Cyathea glauca with several side branches

Certainly I had never seen any bulbils on tree

ferns until I came across what seemed to be 'bulbils'

being produced on tree-fern trunks on the Island

of Reunion in the Indian Ocean. These bulbils

superficially resemble branches.

Branching in tree ferns is uncommon, even rare.

There are several species of Dicksonia from the

southern hemisphere which do frequently bud from

the trunk or trunk base, eg. Dicksonia squarrosa, D.

youngiae and D. berteriana. These buds eventually

Cyathea glauca with main crown missing

and side branches forming.
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develop into branches. Dicksonia antarctica and a

few other species can sometimes branch higher up

the stem, usually in response to some injury to the

growing point.

Branching in Cyathea seems to be even rarer. I

have only come across branching very rarely, again

probably due to physical damage. Prof. Holttum in

Flora Malesiana, Series II, Pteridophyta, (Vol.1, Part

2, p. 68) illustrates a plant of Cyathea contaminans

with several such branches - not bulbils. In the

accompanying text he adds that 'some species

produce branches'. From the picture I would guess

that the branches may well have been stimulated by

injury. This publication is an in-depth account of the

tree-ferns of Malaysia, mainly Papua New Guinea,

but elsewhere I can find no mention of bulbils or

anything similar.

It was while enjoying the fern paradise that is the

Island of Reunion during the recent BPS excursion

that I noticed a lot of deformed cyatheas. Multiheaded

specimens were common and, to be honest, usually

rather ugly (Fig. 1 ). In some cases the main crown

has died and side shoots had appeared, presumably

due to loss of apical dominance (Fig. 2). But such

cases seem rare, usually the main crown was healthy

(Fig.1).

There are three species of Cyathea native to the

island - Cyathea glauca, C. excelsa and C. borbonica

plus one alien - C. cooperi. All three native species

were often multiheaded, I never saw a multiheaded

C. cooperi.

The curious thing about these 'branches' was the

way they were attached to the main stem. They were

narrowed at the point of attachment, and without

evidence of supporting tissue developing - to make
the branch more secure. Indeed, I was easily able

to snap off one such 'branch' of C. glauca. Close

examination of the base of the detached piece

revealed a very small point of attachment, perhaps

1cm in diameter even though the rest of the branch

was uniformly 7 or 8cm in diameter.

I asked Edmond Grangaud, our wonderful local

guide for the duration of the BPS visit, what he knew

of these branches. He suggested they fell off and

re-grew once on the ground. Hence I dubbed them

bulbils! Much larger than the average bulbil!

Armed with these observations I started digging

around on the forest floor looking for growing bulbils.

We were at that time in the Forest of Bebour, a

wonderful dense tropical forest with the three native

tree-fern species abundant. I wanted to explore
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Fig. 3: Cyathea borbonica 'sporeling' on forest floor. Note

sparcity of vegetation

away from the path in case human influence was
a factor. Quite quickly I found a decent plant of C.

borbonica with 2 or three young plants around its

base. Unfortunately they had no trunk and looked

like sporelings.

Disappointed, I scraped at the deep humus
around the young plant and found it was beginning

to produce a trunk (Fig. 3). This was all very normal

until I gently tugged at the crown and the whole plant

gradually worked loose (Fig. 4). It had a short vertical

trunk but a much longer trunk which was prostrate

and hidden under the deep forest humus.

Why have these three species developed this

ability? They are not closely related. Surely it must

be environmentally induced? Observation across

Fig. 4: Cyathea borbonica bulbil further revealed. This is

the same plant as in Fig. 3. The species is naturally slender-

trunked.

many parts of the island showed this production of

bulbils to be common, but possibly most common
in large specimens with their crowns above the

forest canopy. Small sheltered specimens rarely had

bulbils. Equally, bulbils were rarely formed near the

base of the trunk.

Reunion is periodically ravaged by typhoons, maybe
this is an adaptation to climate, since these bulbils

could snap off relatively easily and would then be

able to re-grow whereas a trunk snapped in a typhoon

Fig. 5: Cyathea sp., probably C. excelsa. Young plant forming from

tip of prostrate trunk which is covered in bryophytes.

would probably perish.

Another possibility is that in many sites like the

Forest of Bebour the overhead canopy is very

thick. At ground level there is little light. Maybe a

fern sporeling is unable to grow there; therefore

species with the ability to bypass the very young and

most vulnerable stages would have an ecological

advantage. The bulbil with the substantial food

reserves in the detached section of stem could

sustain the re-establishing plant for some time. This

theory is supported by the lack of ground vegetation

in the more densely forested areas, including the

area where we found the examples cited above.

For the record, these bulbils were always plump

and usually of a similar diameter to the main trunk.

They were often short but could be a metre or more

long. Falling to the ground, the bulbil would almost

always lie flat on the ground but it is possible they

could be cultivated erect if given moisture, humidity

and light. There was a right-angle bend between

these two sections of trunk (Fig. 4). It therefore

seems likely this was a bulbil 'doing its thing'. Some
years before, it had fallen from the parent and had

eventually taken root. Further exploration quickly

revealed many other young plants of all three species

scattered through the forest were being produced in

the same way (Fig. 5).
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And the winner is
Alec Greening
Pear Tree Cottage, Dalton. Burton-in-Kendal. Cumbria LA6 INN
e-mail: alec.greening@virgin.net

Which ferns were the nurseries selling most of in 2007? Was there a clear favourite across the country?

Did you buy one?

I love going to nurseries - especially if they sell ferns! There is something about a mass display of

ferns that brings out the 'kiddie in a sweetshop' in me! At first I rush around trying to take it all in at once,

and then I slow down and try to make sense of just what is on offer. Finally I choose. I very rarely see

other people buying ferns and started to wonder if there was a Number 1 best seller in the fern world.

In November 2007 I contacted several nurseries that specialised in ferns and simply asked them what

their top 6 selling ferns were for the year 2007. The results were very variable, and sometimes surprising!

The Fern Nursery, Binbrook. Lincolshire.

1 Polystichum varieties especially

setiferum, aculeatum & braunii

2 Dryopteris affinis

3 Athyrium filix-femina 'Frizelliae" 5 Athyrium niponicum

'Pictum/Metalicum'

5 Asplenium trichomanes 6 Asplenium scolopendrium

/ Gymnocarpium dryopteris

Neil Timm comments: The larger polystichums are perhaps the most popular

of all ferns. The main reasons being that they are evergreen, have a classic fern

look and are non invasive.'

World of Ferns (mckards Ferns Ltd), Carreg Y Fedwen, Bangor, Gwynedd
1 Lophosoria quadripinnata 2 Polystichum vestitum

3 Phlebodium aureum
and the cultivar 'Mandaianum

4 Dicksonia fibrosa

5 All Blechnums - especially Blech-

num gibbum

6 Davallia spp.especially D. mariesii

var. stenolepis

Jennie Jones comments:. ..The appeal of Lophosoria quadripinnata is the lovely

glaucous blue undersides to the fronds, it is tolerant of a wide range of conditions

and hardy and will eventually grow into a magnificent clump up to 3m or more

in height.'

Fernatix, Stoke Ash.Suffolk

1 Athyrium niponicum 'Pewter Lace' 2 Athyrium niponicum

'Ursula's Red'

3 Athyrium niponicum 'Wildwood

Twist'

4 Asplenium scolopendrium

'Cristatum'

5 Dryopteris affinis 'Cristata' 6 Athyrium niponicum 'Pictum'

Kerry Robinson comments: The reason for the Athyrium niponicum cultivars,

in general, selling very well is the colour. No flowers but you still get good colour.'

Fibrex, Pebworth, Stratford-on-Avon. Warwickshire

1 Dryopteris filix-mas 2 Dryopteris affinis

'Cristata' (The King)

3 Polystichum setiferum

'Herrenhausen'

4 Athyrium niponicum 'Pictum'

5 Asplenium scolopendrium

'Crispum Group'

6 Dryopteris erythrosora

Angela Tandy comments: 'For years now Dryopteris filix-mas has been our

most popular fern, we sell a lot for woodland plantings for the landscape trade

and a lot on retail mail order for dry shade.'

P. setiferum

Plumosomultilobum Group

Lophosoria

quadripinnata

Athyrium niponicum

'Pewter Lace'

Dryopteris filix-mas
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Long Acre Plants, Charlton Musgrove, Wincanton. Somerset

1 Athyrium x 'Ghost' 2 Athyrium niponicum

'Pewter Lace'

3 Dryopteris wallichiana 4 Asplenium scolopendrium 'Crispum Moly'

5 Athyrium niponicum

'Silver Falls'

6 Athyrium 'Branford Beauty'

Nigel Rowland comments: 'Quite simply Athyrium x 'Ghost' is stunning, relatively

easy to grow and has the colour that people seem to want.'

Ivycroft Plants, Ivingtone Green. Leominster. Herefordshire

Athyrium 'Ghost'

1 Athyrium otophorum 2 Athyrium filix-femina

'Frizelliae'

3 Dryopteris filix-mas

'Linearis Polydactyla'

4 Dryopteris affinis

'Cristata Angustata'

5 Dryopteris cycadina 6 Dryopteris erythrosora

Sue Norman comments: 'Athyrium otophorum is an obviously different fern which

looks like, but is more substantial than, Athyrium niponicum 'Pictum'. It is also

easier to please.'

Plantessential PO Box 7941 Nottingham

Athyrium otophorum

1 Asplenium trichomanes 2 Polystichum polyblepharum

3 Dryopteris erythrosora 4 Athyrium niponicum

5 Dryopteris affinis

'Crispa Gracilis'

6 Asplenium scolopendrium

Stephen Pasek comments: 'The popularity of Asplenium trichomanes is, I think,

attributable to its dainty form, and versatility. It can be mixed into a lot of planting

situation/combinations including containers for the urban gardening enthusiasts.

We've never had to promote it; customers seem to know it from its native forms.'

PanGlobal, Frampton on Severn. Gloucestshire rwaTwI

Asplenium trichomanes

1 Blechnum chilense 1 Adiantum venustum

3 Adiantum aleuticum

'Subpumilum'

4 Polypodium cambricum

Richard Kayse'

5 Polystichum setiferum

'Plumosomultilobum'

6 Dryopteris wallichiania

Nick Macer comments: 'For the top seller it would have to be Biechnum chilense Adiantum venustum

a tie with the Blechnum chilense and Adiantum venustum.

The former is popular no doubt because of its beefy, exotic looks, which are all the rage at the moment
(also, people tell me it's hard to obtain), though I have a feeling it will always sell well. The latter is such

an all round beauty and good doer that it will always sell in good numbers.'

Trevena Cross Nurseries, Breage, Helston, Cornwall

1 Blechnum discolor 2 Blechnum novae-zelandiae

3 Blechnum fluvitale 4 Cyathea medullaris

5 Cyathea dealbata 6 Dicksonia squarrosa

Rumsey Gardens, Clanfield, Waterlooville. Hants

1 Asplenium Scolopendrium

and cultivars

2 Asplenium trichomanes

3 Dryopteris ssp. and cultivars 4 Polystichum ssp. and cultivars
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So was there a clear winner? The simple answer is NO. There was no one fern that dominated the

top 6 list for the majority of the fern nurseries that took part in this survey. However, if I rank each fern

according to its position in the top 6 list then the Athyrium niponicum group stands out as the most

popular. Blechnums come next, closely followed by Polystichum setiferum varieties and Asplenium

scolopendrium 'Crispum/Cristatum' group. After these groups comes a single species - Asplenium

trichomanes. This small humble fern grows like a weed in my garden, but is obviously popular.

What this survey does not show is the number of ferns involved and so a true 'best seller' is impossible

to judge. However, what we can see is an enormous variety from one nursery to another. Many of them

mentioned the difference between the two different markets of mail order and over the counter sales,

either at the nursery or horticultural shows. Mail order appears to be very eclectic with a wide range of

plants sold, perhaps because mail order customers tend to know what they are looking for, whereas

over the counter buying is often on impulse and depends on what is looking good at the time, or is

displayed prominently.

Judging from the comments from the nurseries as a whole it would appear that rarities usually sell

well, but there has to be a solid sales base of ferns that have appeal to the general public. Fashions

come and go - whilst Athyrium niponicum is currently enjoying popularity in some nurseries, others

seem to think that they have had their day.

If your favourite fern nursery has not been included it wasn't from lack of trying on my part. Some
nurseries are very busy at the end of a season and responding to my request might have come low

down in their order of priority.

What about the rest of the world? I managed to contact two nurseries in the U.S.A. and one in

New Zealand to see how their results compared. It is interesting to note the similarities with the U.K.

favourites, though the New Zealanders obviously love their own ferns!

Foliage Gardens S.E. Bellevue, Washington U.S.A.

1 Adiantum venustum 2 Polystichum setiferum

Plumoso-multilobum'

3 Dryopteris affinis 'Crispa Gracilis' 4 Astrolepis sinuata

5 Phyllitis scolopendrium Kaye's

Lacerate'

6 Arachniodes aristata 'Okoze'

Adiantum venustum
Sue Olsen comments: There is a very good reason for the popularity of

Adiantum venustum. This beautiful plant is rarely available as it does not come
well at all from spores so needs to be reproduced by tissue culture. Even that has a history of problems.

One lab finally succeeded so this was only the second time I had it available. (Interestingly another lab

can produce fronds but no roots!) I sold out and am sorry to note that the first lab was sold and they are

now doing bamboos!!!! So it will not be on my best seller list for the foreseeable future!'

Fancy Fronds. Gold Bar, Washington. U.S.A.

1 Osmunda regalis var. regalis

Purpurascens'

2 Dryopteris x complexa Robust'

3 Dryopteris x complexa 'Stableri

Crisped'

4 Dryopteris lepidopoda

5 Dryopteris formosana 6 Arachniodes standishii

Judith Jones comments: 0smund
D
a regalis var re9^
Purpurascens

'First off let me say that what sells is motivated by several factors. Big

commercial interests push sales of easy to produce ferns. Ferns that are easily propagated and frost
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hardy in many zones are going to dominate the market. Then there are ferns that are rarely available

due to propagation difficulties or the long time it takes to grow them to be sale ready. These ferns are

usually snapped up the minute they hit the market. I wonder how many I could sell if it were possible

to grow the same number as the more easily grown ferns.

If I could produce hundreds of Adiantum venustum that would definitely be a best seller along with

Asplenium trichomanes and Adiantum aleuticum, dwarf ecotype. Sadly I haven't had the leisure time

to work at these crops.'

It would appear that Adiantum venustum would be the most popular fern in this part of the world if

they had enough to sell! It is also interesting to note that the humble Asplenium trichomanes is popular

as well.

Fern Factor. Christchurch, New Zealand.

1 Blechnum novae-zelandiae 2 Blechnum fluviatile

3 Blechnum discolour 4 Asplenium oblongifolium

5 Microsorum pustulatum 6 Dicksonia fibrosa

Paul Michael comments: "As one of the great zones of temperate rainforest
Blechnum novae-zelandiae

in the world our selection of ferns is varied & many. Whilst New Zealanders have ferns as focal in their

national identity, strangely they know very little about their botany or culture. But knowledge & interest

is gradually increasing as we realize the unique contribution they play in the biodiversity of this land.

KIO KIO. Blechnum novae-zelandiae is possibly one of the most widespread & hardy ferns in NZ. Its

rich hues of red new growth and bold form reaching almost a metre, coupled with its adaptability, make
this a good choice of fern

What a list. If only these were all for sale at my local nursery!

I think that the main lesson I have learned from this exercise is that fern growers know their clients and

what will sell in their area, be it mail-order or over the counter. From the blechnums in Cornwall to the

polystichums in Lincolnshire, our fern nurseries cater for differences in growing conditions throughout

the country and do their best to meet the changing fashions of the fern world. I would like to thank

them all for the time that they took to respond to my request. Many of them provided enough material

to completely fill this article!

Each of these nurseries needs your support if they are to survive. I urge you to visit your local fern

nursery and see what they have on offer this year. Who knows, you might just find that one fern you

have been hankering after for years!

Finally I will let Neil Timm, of The Fern Nursery in Lincolnshire, have the last word on the fickleness

of the general public:-

"Fashions tend to change all the time and next year's list may be different, but I suspect that most of

the ferns will still be taken from the same short list of twenty or so ferns, since the background tastes

of gardeners seem to evolve only slowly. And some things never change.

Customer. "I am not sure that I really want to take an interest in ferns, they all look alike to me."

Nurseryman, (holding up plant.) "What about Asplenium scolopendrium 'Marginatum', that looks

different?"

Customer. "Yes but that doesn't look like a fern!"
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Death by a thousand diatoms
Richard Marriott

Fetteresso, Stonehaven. AB39 3UR
e-mail: richardwmarriott@hotmail.com

Fig.1 The healthy Woodsia alpina in 1996

Hunting down old plant records can be fun; it can also be

very exasperating. This is especially true when the grid

references were only intended for a 10km dot on a map, and

the photos were "trophy" portraits not intended for relocation

purposes. This was the challenge we faced last summer
when helping Heather McHaffie relocate Woodsia alpina in

Corrie Fee. Our sources were a photo from 1979 (labelled

"waterfall site"), a very sketchy map from RBGE files with a

description that could have applied to several places in the

corrie, and a six figure grid reference.

On the first visit in August four of us failed to find any W.

alpina (although we did relocate the W. ilvensis). On the

second visit, in September, Heather brought three photos by

Stuart Lindsay from 1996 but with no data attached. Blowing

up scanned versions of these 1996 prints on the computer showed that one of the two sites was the same
as the 1979 photos thus linking some of the assembled data.

Despite constant references to the three photos and traipsing back and forth we were having no success.

Binocular searching from the south side of the corrie also failed, but after giving this up one of us found

the first of Stuart Lindsay's sites when returning to the north side of the corrie. (The second site about 40

m away was found on a third visit in September).

The sad thing was that the W. alpina photographed as a

healthy plant in 1996 was dead. Why had it died when the

W. ilvensis we had been looking at in the same corrie looked

almost identical to how they had looked when photographed

in 1979? One obvious difference was the broad white streak

(Fig. 2) on the rock running down directly over where the W.

alpina had grown. Thinking about this at home I assumed that

the "white streak" (visible from 900m away with x 8 binoculars)

was probably lime dissolved out of the calcareous rock and

then re-deposited. So, on a further visit in November I set out

to collect a small sample of the "white streak" and test it with

hydrochloric acid.

At first, I walked past the "white streak" as it now looked

brown at a distance and the rocks were very wet and

dripping - to the extent that in one place it almost qualified

as a "waterfall". On returning home the "white streak" sample did not fizz with acid. Puzzled, I looked at a

sample down the microscope and was surprised to see masses of dead diatoms. I had thought they only

lived in lochs and the sea, not on wet crags.

On a visit to the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh, I showed Heather the photos including two of the

diatoms. We were sitting in the canteen at the time and Heather fetched Professor David Mann, who was
also having coffee. He came and looked at the photos and immediately identified the diatoms as Tabularia

and Amphora spp. He thought it unlikely the diatoms had caused the death of the W. alpina but their

presence clearly indicated the quantity of water that had flowed over the fern, and probably caused death

by excessive wetness leading to rot. This would not have been apparent otherwise when we found the

dead fern on dry rocks in September.

One explanation for the demise of woodsias is that drought affects them, but in this case it appears to

have been the excessively wet summer. Unfortunately, the other site nearby also had no surviving W.

alpina plants either. The Scottish BPS members have been involved in monitoring old sites of W. alpina

and it will be useful to try to refind the more remote populations that have not apparently been visited for

many years.
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^ Brake out ! Pteris go wild in the British Isles
Fred Rumsey NHM, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD

e-mail: FRumsey@nhm.ac.uk
Helena J. Crouch, Bronwen, Farrington Road, Paulton, Bristol BS39 7LP

e-mail: jim-helena@supanet.com

Invasive non-native species are a very hot topic: they threaten our native taxa, may change the nature of the

landscape both directly and indirectly, and, once established, their control involves massive costs. Recording the

early stages of the spread of possibly invasive non-native species is therefore an extremely important exercise.

Surprisingly few alien fern taxa have, however, become established in the British countryside, and in general

they seem to have made little ecological impact and are, if anything, warmly welcomed. Our knowledge of their

comings and goings has been patchy at best and we would therefore like to encourage their recording by the

BPS membership in a more concerted fashion.

Among the most frequent escapees have been species of the genus Pteris, a genus that has long been

amongst the most widely cultivated and accessible of foreign ferns (Walker, 1970). The discovery by one of us

(HJC) of material of Spider Brake (Pteris multifida Poir.), naturalised and thriving in a basement in Bath, prompted

a review of earlier records of this species (which, gratifyingly, has led us to some new and rather unconventional

sites - see below!). It became clear, however, that as for many other garden escapees, the genus was not well

covered in the standard identification texts.

The genus Pteris is large, containing approximately 280 species, widely distributed in tropical and sub-tropical

regions. Few species have been regarded as reliably hardy, and for those British fern enthusiasts growing ferns

under glass the genus is perhaps not the first choice when filling precious space. Relatively few species are

commercially available, and yet, this small range of species, some with many distinctive cultivars, are mass
produced and sold to the general public wanting attractive foliage for window-ledge or bathroom. It is perhaps

surprising given their perceived tenderness and low garden presence that Pteris should be the most speciose

alien pteridophytic genus in the British flora, with five species currently known as naturalised or occurring as

more transiently escaped aliens. Their presence is apparently a decidedly urban phenomenon, unsurprising

given that this is where the likely spore sources are, and the heat necessary for survival. As with other successful

exotic fern colonists of these urban wall environments, eg. Cyrtomium, Polystichum, etc. the most regularly

encountered species are apogamous, a reproductive strategy with recruitment from single spores which favours

drier environments.

Unfortunately identification and recording of these exotic ferns has suffered as the taxa and their diagnostic

features are not mentioned in standard British floras and many field botanists disregard aliens that may only be

transiently established. Our impression, however, is that several species are increasing. A succession of milder

winters over the last two decades, with global warming increasingly seen as a reality, would suggest that these

exotics could become a more regular component of our flora, potentially to the detriment of native species. We
therefore think it is timely to try to compile, with the BPS membership's assistance, an accurate record of what
is growing where, when it arrived, and even what has caused its demise. We are keen, therefore, to collect past

and present records and observations on any self-sown Pteris species or cultivar.

For those not familiar with the species (and many good field botanists have made mistakes in identifying

plants!) we provide a key below to help with identification.

Key to naturalised species

1 Frond widest above middle, simply pinnate* Pteris vittata

Frond widest at base, at least lowest pinnae divided 2.

2 Frond 2-4 pinnate-pinnatifid Pteris tremula

Frond palmate to pinnate above, pinnae not more than once divided 3.

3 2-3 uppermost pinnae pairs decussate** Pteris multifida

Pinnae not decussate, or only uppermost pinna pair significantly so 4

4 Sterile pinnae acute, upper pinnae not decussate, variegated Pteris nipponica

Sterile pinnae caudate - tapering, upper pinnae usually decussate,

not variegated***

Pteris cretica

P. longifolia differs in its articulate pinnae, it could become naturalised.

Juvenile plants of P. cretica/ multifida/ nipponica all have essentially palmate fronds but which do show characteristic

shapes. They are more likely to be found in juvenile state than as the more easily distinguishable mature fronds.

Variegated forms of P. cretica are cultivated but have not yet been found naturalised.
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The only reliably hardy species currently grown in British gardens that has I

never been reported as naturalised is P. wallichianaAgardh. (Fig. 1 ).This has

a tripartite to pedate frond, with many pinnate-pinnatifid pinnae, and may
reach 1.5m tall (but usually much less in Britain). Its rhizome is reputedly

palatable to some animals and thus susceptible to attack. Is it just poor

availability which has restricted this attractive species' presence in British

gardens and thus its opportunity to become naturalised?

Pteris incompleta Cav.

HUJjyu^^2^^K^| Other than Pteris cretica and P. vittata, both
j

St^EE^^^^S^^Pr-«>1 discussed below, only one other species, P.
f

Fig. 1 Pteris wallichiana in a Devon
garden Photo:M.Spencer

Fig. 2 Pteris incompleta - Gomera
Canaries.

This is often referred to as P. serrulata Forskk.,

or P. palustris Poir., in the earlier literature

and has erroneously been listed (e.g. Stace,

1997; Clement & Foster, 1994) as naturalised

in Britain, due to nomenclatural confusion with

P. serrulata L. f. (= P. multifida Poir.). P. incompleta is a handsome, large fern,

to 2m tall, and is locally frequent in the laurel forests of the Azores, Madeira

and the Canaries. It has only a tenuous foothold in two small areas of Europe:

at Sintra on the Portugese coast, and in the low hills inland of Algeciras, both

well known macaronesian floristic enclaves. It has also been recorded just

across the straights of Gibraltar, near Tangiers, but eluded FR here in 2002.

Unfortunately it does not seem to be commercially available, is grown by few

members of the Society, or Botanic Gardens (it can be seen at the Chelsea

Physic Garden) and is accordingly less likely to be found as an escape. It would only survive in nearly frost-

free areas.

Pteris cretica L. (Ribbon Fern)

This is the most frequently grown, commercially available, and therefore perhaps unsurprisingly, the most

frequently encountered naturalised Pteris. It is worth noting that this is also the most erroneously over-

recorded!

P. cretica sensu lato (Figs. 3 & 4) is a polyploid complex

containing many different cytotypes (2n, 3n, 4n, 6n & 8n),

from which several different taxa could be recognised.

Many of the commonly grown and most successful forms

are apogamous. Numerous cultivars have been selected

and more of these might be expected to escape (see

below).

P. cretica is almost certainly native in sheltered canyons

in the Alpes-Maritimes, along

the Tyrrhenian coast of Italy

and in Corsica, where only the

diploid cytotype exists, but it is

most widely distributed across
Fig. 3 Pteris cretica - basement wall, Laura Place, Bath. . „„j ,. ^fa the tropics and sub-tropics of

the Old-World. Most material in cultivation would appear to be tetraploid and thus

of non-European origin.

First reported as naturalised on walls in Eltham, Elmstead and Keston in W.

Kent (Kent, 1963) this fern has been listed in over 35 different 10 km squares

subsequently, from W. Cornwall northwards to Westerness. We know of twelve

reported sites in London since 1975. Some records have however been shown

subsequently to be of P. nipponica and P. multifida, whose presence had not

generally been acknowledged previously in the standard floras. All records need Fig. 4 Pteris cretica - Railway

to be critically re-examined. Bridge Lambeth Row SE7,

London Photo. N. Bertrand

m(m
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The only cultivar found in the wild to date is 'Wimsettii'. (Fig.

5) This was first reported from a house wall in Hurle Road,

Clifton, Bristol, Glos. in 1971 (BM!), and has subsequently been

found by Rob Randall in 2006, on a basement wall in Bath, N.

Somerset, where it still persists. This is easily identified by the

pronounced irregular lobing of the pinnae and the repeatedly

bifurcating apices. Naturalised plants are rather depauperate

and do not show the full character of the cultivar when grown

under glass.

Several other cultivars are frequently cultivated and may be

anticipated to escape, they include:

'Rivertoniana' - lobed like 'Wimsettii' although generally more

regularly and sharply so, but differing in its lack of cresting at

the pinnule apices.

'Wilsonii' - essentially similar to the wild-type but with crested,

(i.e. repeatedly bifurcating) pinnule apices.

Pteris multifida Poiret (syn. R serrulata Linn. R) (Spider

Brake)

This species is distinguished from P.

Pteris cretica cv. 'Wimsettii' Sydney
Buildings, Bath

Fig. 6 Pteris multifida Lansdown Road, Bath

Fig. 7 Pteris multifida Milbury's Public House,

Beauworth, Hants, showing juvenile growth form.

First reported here as well established in 1995 and

still extant.

Fig. 8 Pteris multifida Pierrepont Street, Bath

showing adult frond form.

cretica by the many
decussate pinnae

pairs and the

usually narrower

pinnae of the adult

fronds. The lower

pinnae on adult

plants regularly

show acroscopic as well as basiscopic pinnules; in P. cretica

they are basiscopic only. Juvenile plants with too few pinnae

pairs to demonstrate these characters have a very characteristic

shape. In P. multifida (Figs. 7 & 8) the longer decurrent portion

below the uppermost pinnae abruptly becomes parallel to the

rachis, in P. cretica the decurrent portion is shorter and evenly

curving.

This species is less widely cultivated and has very rarely

previously been reported as an escape in this country. When
highlighting recent finds of this species (Crouch & Rumsey, 2007)

we corrected previous nomenclatural confusions which had led

to the incorrect listing of a 1 974 find from Bristol (see above under

P. incompleta). Subsequently it has become clear that several

past records of P. cretica are actually of this species, including,

rather shamefully, one made by the youthful FJR in 1982 on a

basement wall by the old university campus in Reading, Berks.,

from where it is now absent. Arguably the most conducive sites

to become acquainted with this species are those in Hampshire;

both are in wells in the saloon bars of pubs!

We have recent records from Bath, (2 sites), Stourhead, Wilts;

Beauworth, S. Hants, and Cheriton, N.Hants.; Surrey Docks,

London and Cambridge, (2 sites).

It was first found as an escape in Devon in 1935 as we have

an unlocalised but correctly determined specimen from there at

BM.
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Fig.9 Pteris nipponica North Row, Mayfair (2007) - juvenile
Fig. 10 Pteris nipponica

Borough High Street, London

SE1 (2006)

P. nipponica W.C. Shieh (syn. P. cretica var. albo-lineata Hook.)

An apogamous triploid long

regarded as a form or variety

of P. cretica, but differing in

the never decussate pinnae,

usually fewer pairs of lateral

pinnae (1-3) and the more
shortly acute apex of the

sterile pinnae. Its variegated

fronds are perhaps more
wintergreen than those

of P. cretica although the

plant itself is probably no

hardier. Care should be

taken, as not all variegated

pinnate-pinnatifid Pteris is

P. nipponica (Figs. 9 & 10)

and indeed it is possible that

not all P. nipponica is variegated! The differences which distinguish variegated cultivars of P. cretica are

outlined in the key.

Another similar species to consider is Pteris ensiformis Burm f. (Sword Brake). This is widely cultivated

as a houseplant, usually as the variegated cultivar 'Victoriae'. It differs from the once-pinnate species dealt

with in the key in its usually more dissected frond, with more obtuse pinnules produced on both proximal

and distal sides of the main pinnae; the fronds are also more dimorphic, i.e. the sterile and fertile are more

dissimilar. It is less frost hardy than P. nipponica but is to be expected as a transient escape. We have

recent records of P. nipponica from four London sites and it is also present in Cambridge.

Pteris tremula R.Br. (Tender Brake)

A native of Australasia, but widely naturalised elsewhere in frost-free areas, P.

tremula (Fig. 11) was first reported in the British Isles in a derelict greenhouse

at Tunbridge Wells, W.Kent in 1969. It was subsequently found on brickwork on

the north side of the old St. Peter's in the East church, Oxford in 1974, where it

was killed in the 1974-5 winter (Clement, 1976). It was then discovered behind

a leaking drainpipe, in a S. Kensington mews, by Mike Mullin in 1981. It did

not persist but has subsequently been transiently present on several London

walls, always in sheltered situations. Another apogamous species, it recruits

new sporophytes very readily and is a good colonist. However, harsh winters are

sufficient to kill plants (and probably the copious spores produced) reducing its

potential as a damaging invasive species. It should be looked for in other urban

situations elsewhere in the country, as it is quite widely commercially available.

It is a much larger fern with more divided fronds than other Pteris escapees,

indeed it is more likely to be overlooked as juvenile Pteridium. That species

differs in its distinct hairiness when juvenile; P. tremula is glabrous.

Pteris vittata L. (Ladder Brake)

This species is widely distributed in the Palaeo-tropics, occurring as a local rather weedy species of damp,

mortared walls and wet limey rocks in parts of the Mediterranean and Macaronesia. Often associated with

human habitation its native range is thus difficult to determine. It is of borderline hardiness and therefore

needs shelter and/or other sources of warmth to survive. Its best-known and most long persistent site is

in the Oxford Botanic Garden, on external walls of heated glasshouses, where first reported by Druce in

1924. It occurred more transiently in a similar situation in Chelsea Physic Garden, in the 1980s. Elsewhere

it has been found beneath a pavement grille in St. John's Street, Oxford in 1962 (Killick et al., 1998), and

was recorded by Gordon Hanson, from derelict glasshouses in Westfield Road, Hertford, over the period

1980-1993. Its most interesting occurrence was on smouldering colliery waste in the Forest of Dean, W.

Glos., where it was first reported in 1964 but had been known to be present for decades previously. It is now

Fig. 11 Pteris tremula

Glentworth Street, London SW1

.

First seen 2002 but lost following

renovation work in 2006.
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probably extinct there through habitat succession and cooling of the site.

Pteris vittata can easily be confused with P. longifolia L. which replaces it in the

Neo-tropics. The latter differs in the nature of the pinna attachment, possessing

a distinct lumpy point of articulation, although this can be obscured by the hairy

scales on the rachis. It is also cultivated, although to a lesser degree but is likely

to escape.
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Spore Exchange Organisers Needed
The Society is urgently seeking a volunteer(s) to take over the Spore Exchange from Anne
Wright.

The procedure is outlined by Anne below.

The spores come in from various parts of the world throughout the year, and are simply stored in the

fridge until October, when I usually start to clean and packet them. Each person's donation is dealt

with in turn, cleaning the spores and making up a starter set of 10 foil packets of each taxon. Taxa

received are noted onto the basic species list so that duplicate donations are not packeted, but only

cleaned.

When all the donations have been dealt with, taking 2-4 weeks at my average rate of 10 hours a

week, the new donations are added into the spore bank boxes, and spores older than three years old

are removed. At this stage it is useful to have an extra person to read out the taxon numbers in the

boxes while the other enters them into the computer to generate the new list.

The next stage is sending out the lists by post or email at the beginning of January, and waiting

for the requests to arrive. After a two week wait to give donors a chance to send in their orders, the

distribution begins. At first, dealing with one donor's request will take about 20 minutes. Towards the

end of the exchange, some taxa will need to be packeted because the previous lot have run out, so

it may take a little longer.

I aim to finish the distribution by the end of March, but most will have been done by the end of

February, doing about 8-1 hours a week. This is a single person - if two or more people can be found

to do a turn it would be much quicker.

The above is how we have run the exchange, but as manager you will have control over the exact

timing and details, and within reason can change things to fit in with your life, holidays etc. Full training

will be given if required, and I will be contactable in emergencies!

If you feel you could take on this role, it does have perks! You get first pick at the spores for one -

and corresponding with donors all over the world is fascinating. You will take possession of the BPS
fridge in which to keep the boxes of spores - unless you have room in your own - which conveniently

has sufficient room for beer etc as well ( this makes it more efficient to run ). Other than that, all that

is needed is spare time and someone who is computer literate to help with the compiling of the list

and emails etc.

Last but definitely not least, you will also have the satisfaction of performing a really worthwhile

service for the members. Please help if you can.
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RHS Watcrcolours of Award of Merit Ferns
Graham Ackers
Deersbrook, Horsham Road, Walliswood, Dorking. RH5 5RL
email: grahamackers@compuserve.com

Fig. 1. Scolopendrium vulgare crispum

subfimbriatum cristatum

The Herbarium at the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens

at Wisley includes a collection of some 3,500 watercolour

paintings of individual plants, made between about 1920 and

1950 (although in the 1940s there was a gradual changeover

to photography as the recording medium). These images are

of plants that received RHS awards from either trials held at

Wisley or RHS Flower Shows. One such award is the Award
of Merit (AM) initiated in 1888 (Elliot, 2004), and awarded

to individual plants exhibited at shows. This should not to

be confused with the RHS Award of Garden Merit, which is

awarded to plant taxa rather than individual plants (although

confusingly an AM cannot be awarded to the same taxa twice).

In the collection are watercolours of three ferns which received

AMs.
The image in Fig. 1 is of an award made at the Floral

Committee Meeting on 27 September 1928 "To Scolopendrium

vulgare crispum subfimbriatum cristatum as a hardy fern

(votes unanimous), from Messrs. R. Bolton, Halstead. Avery
handsome frilled and curled Hart's Tongue fern with beautiful

much crested frond tips" (Extracts from the Proceedings of

the Royal Horticultural Society, 1928, cxi). The plant shows

a combination of the characters frequently displayed in the

cultivars of this species, accurately and literally reflected in

the name (now correctly Asplenium scolopendrium 'Crispum Subfimbriatum Cristatum'). A plant under this

name was offered by H. B. May & Sons "Amateur Guide and Catalogue of Ferns and Selaginellas" in

1 908 (for 3/6d!), but whether this was the first occurrence of this name
combination I am unable to say. The painting shows three fronds, the

label fixed to the paper rather clumsily obliterating the stipe of the

first. Although I am no judge of artistic merit, the image seems to me
a brave attempt to depict a very difficult subject. The artist was Miss

Eva Francis who lived in Southsea, Hampshire, and also Norfolk and

Wrexham, and her works "were much appreciated by the Paintings and

other various RHS Plant Committees"; she exhibited flower paintings

at the Royal Academy and New Water-Colour Society (Desmond,

1994, and Susan Grayer, pers. comm.). This plant is illustrated in

Rickard 2000 as 'Crispum Fimbriatum Bolton'.

The AMs for the other two ferns were both made in 1947. Fig 2

shows "Phyllitis Scolopendrium crispa 'Christopher Robinson A. M.

October 21, 1947. A very handsome form of the Harts-tongue Fern,

found wild on Warton Crag some years ago by Mr. T. Bolton. The

bright green frond is 15 inches long (without the stalk) and 4 inches

wide, and is remarkable for its deeply crimped and pleated margins.

Exhibited by W. B. Cranfield, Esq., F.L.S., V.M.H., East Lodge, Enfield

Chase, Middlesex." (Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society, vol.

73, 1948, p. 28). The voting was recorded as being 14 for and

against. Cultivars of this species with wavy margins are common,

and many names seem to exist. Although I can find no reference to

the origin of this exact name, Martin Rickard (Rickard, 2000) does

mention a 'Crispum Robinson' as being found by a Mr. Robinson in

North Lancashire pre-1890. Could this be the same thing, or was theFig. 2. Phyllitis scolopendrium crispa

'Christopher Robinson'
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'Christopher Robinson' epithet coined specifically for the Warton Crag

fern? The correct name for this plant now is Asplenium scolopendrium

(Crispum Group) 'Christopher Robinson'.

Quoting again from the same edition of the Journal of the Royal

Horticultural Society (p. 28), the next award (Fig. 3) was to "Polypodium

vulgare pulcherrimum, May's Form. A.M., November 4, 1947. This

attractive fern belongs to the 'plumosum' section of the species, and

has bipinnatisect fronds 9 inches long, elliptic in outline and made up

of about sixteen pairs of pinnae. The variety pulcherrimum was found

by the late Mr. T. Addison in 1861 at Whitbarrow, and received by the

Society's F.C.C. in 1864. Exhibited by W. B. Cranfield, Esq., F.L.S.,

V.M.H., East Lodge, Enfield Chase, Middlesex." The voting was 9 for

and 1 against. This plant is now recorded at RHS under the name
Polypodium cambricum (Pulcherrimum Group) 'May's Form'. However
Martin Rickard (Rickard, 1992) uses a slightly different name form -

"cv. Pulcherrimum May - apparently raised by the nurseryman, May
of Edmonton, near London; similar to cv. Pulcherrimum Addison but

a darker green. Given a R.H.S. Award of Merit in 1947", and uses this

form of the name again in Rickard, 2000.

The artist for both these 1947 awards was Alfred (Alfie) John Wise
Fig.3. Polypodium vulgare pulcherrimum, (1908-1990), who trained at the Central School of Arts and Crafts in

May s Form' Birmingham, and was taken on to the RHS staff in 1926 as a resident

artist (Elliot, 2004, and Susan Grayer pers. comm.). According to his

obituaries, he was not particularly practical, and lived in caravans and houseboats - "his good natured

eccentricity added a touch of colour and warmth to office life and is part of the Wisley legend" (Maynard,

1991). And "temperamentally Alfie was an artist through and through devoted to the subject at the expense

of worldly things" (Adams, 1991). His fern images appear to me to be highly competent, making good use

of colour variation to depict light and shade to show the rather difficult three dimensional perspectives

of the fronds. Both of these fern specimen images are supplemented by photographs, also in the RHS
Herbarium.

The exhibitors were both past presidents of our Society - William Bathgate Cranfield (1859-1948) from

1920-1948 (a regular exhibitor at RHS shows), and Robert Bolton (c. 1869-1949) for just one year, 1948.

For more on these and our other past presidents, see Hall, 1991

.

It is perhaps surprising that so few ferns were painted during this regime. In sampling RHS journals, 7

ferns received AMs between 1926-1930, only 1 being painted, and 5 ferns received AMs between 1946-

1950, 2 being painted. I can only guess at the criteria for deciding what should and what should not be

painted - perhaps a combination of artists' availability, cost, the preferences of the Floral Committee, or the

willingness of the exhibitor to loan his treasured plant? However I am pleased that we have the opportunity

now to publish for the first time these images in our magazine. Otherwise they might have languished

unseen in the RHS image collections for many more decades.
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Two Passions: Glass and Ferns
Walt Riehl
2107 12th Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98182 4115, USA
e-mail: walt@riehlconstruction.com

During the last five years my wife, who already was an avid

gardener, started to focus on ferns. She joined the BPS and

Hardy Fern Foundation (HFF) and then joined the board

of HFF. Passionate and consumed would be appropriate

adjectives to describe her passion. Magazines, books, ferns

and other related objects have started to fill the house and

garden. She has been on fern trips to Germany, the United

Kingdom and Texas in search of issues pterodological. She
has been aided by Sue Olsen, Richie Steffen and all the

people she has met on her trips.

I have my own passion in contemporary art glass.

Seattle and the Pacific Northwest is considered the centre of

contemporary glass art in the United States. I am not an artist

but over 25 years have become friends with artists, collected

their work and studied many of the techniques for making

glass.

The wonder of glass is its diversity. Glass can be as

utilitarian as drinking glass or as free form as a sculpture. It

can start as molten glass in a furnace then blown; or cast as

powder, and heated in a kiln after being packed into a mold;

or cold, as a solid rod or hollow tube and worked on with a

torch. Glass as an art medium can be painted on, etched,

sandblasted, ground, even electroplated.

Three years ago we were approaching our 40th wedding

anniversary and I was thinking of how to honour that date. I

wanted to commission a work of art that would show both our

passions. It had to be glass and ferns. I decided I wanted it to be sculptural and made by the torch method.

I very quickly knew the artist I would select. We have other pieces of her work and find it very creative. Janis

Miltonberger lives in the San Juan Islands. The glass she works with is called borosilicate, commonly called

pyrex. It comes in solid rods or hollow tubes. The glass is heated and manipulated in the torch. I outlined my
requirements; sculptural, wall mounted and with ferns and

trilliums. The rest I left to Janis. (See photo above)

The fern she rendered is modeled after the sword fern,

Polystichium munitum, a very common fern in our area.

Also included was the trillium, Trillium ovatum. The finished

piece measures 18" wide and 28" tall and is mounted on a

_
|

green painted wood panel.

The fern image was interesting to Janis and she always

I looks for symbolism in her work. Knowing that plants have

^f&J a " sorts of symbollsm attached to them, she began to

ykm ^B^f I research ferns. In a discussion I recently had with her in

.Ml
I

preparing for this article, she told me that ferns are a symbol

VJjF ^3^^ I
for fertf'ty- Sne nas since 9one on t0 rnake other objects

f ^5SE I
usin9 fems - We later purchased two goblets measuring 1

3"

^ MtggKt^ in height which Janis made using the same fern model.
"

I Polysticium munitum, as the stem on a set of goblets. (See

photo on left).

This now opens another avenue of collecting: glass with

images of ferns.
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Stalking the wild clubmoss
Roger Golding
23 Tormount Road, London SE18 1QD

j^MPf
c-mail: rg@rogcrgolding.co.uk w fl
In August 2007 I was feeling just a little smug, having recently completed my first major website

milestone: at least one image of every full species native in the British Isles. It would take a few more

weeks to get it all on the website, but even so it felt good. I returned home from the BPS field trip to

North Wales (followed by several days' fern hunting in Northern England), to find the latest edition of

Watsonia waiting for me. It included an article by Fred Rumsey on Lycopodium lagopus in Scotland

- a new species for Britain. What? You cannot be serious. He had identified the clubmoss from two

herbarium specimens, both from sites in Scotland, one collected in the late nineteenth century, the

other in the 1970s. Lycopodium lagopus, originally considered a variety and later a subspecies of L.

clavatum, has more recently been separated by some authors as a full species. It is primarily an arctic

plant, but with outposts in the Alps and Dalmatia in Europe, and spreading as far south as Michigan in

the USA.

Of the two Scottish sites, one was very close to an area I knew reasonably well, having visited the

area several times: a mountain ridge on the east side of Glen Feshie. By co-incidence, the very next

weekend I had arranged to join Frank McGavigan on one of his annual Woodsia alpina survey field trips

in Scotland. That was on the Saturday, and I had nothing planned for the rest of the weekend.

The next morning the car started fine, and I drove up Glen Feshie, parking in a pull-off at the start

of a track going in the right general direction. The native Scots Pine woods had an understorey of

Pinewood Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum subsp. pinetorum), with a few other ferns. Out onto open

hillside I diverted from the path, up past Meall Tionail, finding Fir Clubmoss {Huperzia selago) and

further up Alpine Clubmoss (Diphasiastrum alpinum) in quantity. I headed for the ridge between Geall

Charn and Meall Buidhe.

Careful comparison of the OS map with the description given in the article suggested that the area

to search was close to the un-named intermediate summit on this ridge. Rumsey gave a six-figure map
reference and altitude; however, as he pointed out, there was a disparity between the map reference

and the altitude given, which meant that the potential search area could be substantially larger. Crossing

back and forth over the

"The pale creamy cones stood out vividly against the deep purplish brown of the stunted

heather"
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Typical specimen of Lycopodium lagopus

Dryopteris dilatata.

After about half an hour of searching I was
beginning to worry. Lots of Huperzia and D. alpinum,

but no other clubmosses. Then I spotted something

slightly different - this turned out to be Lycopodium

annotinum; this was mentioned as growing in

association with L. lagopus, so a hopeful sign.

Time for lunch. I found a rock in a sheltered spot

and tried to check my position on the map. I was
confident I was in the right area, but I really was
wishing for a GPS at that point.

I started off again, moving in a zigzag across the

hillside. A little-used path (not marked on the map)
branched off from the main path that went down

towards the glen to the north, running at a slight angle

across the face of the hill. I tracked above and slightly below this. Passing another shallow dip, I caught

sight of some pale vertical streaks. Cones. Moving closer, hardly breathing, I saw a small patch of

clubmoss, looking very like clavatum, but with single cones. Looking around, I saw a few more scattered

cones sticking up out of the heather. I started to compare the plants with the descriptions of lagopus

I had brought with me. They did seem to agree broadly; even if the descriptions themselves were not

entirely consistent, there were some clear differences from normal clavatum: the single cones, most

obviously; rather shorter peduncles; and an overall impression of being more congested.

Casting around in the immediate area, I found a few more plants, again with single cones although

with one or two double cones on some plants. Further up the shallow depression was another clump

with stems wandering down over a rock surface. These non-fertile stems were by contrast more open

and greener; but as they were hanging down between rocks with very little light, I guessed this might

be environmentally induced.

Moving on around the curve of the hillside I began seeing more and more cones. At a certain angle

the pale creamy cones stood out vividly against the deep purplish brown of the stunted heather - typical

high plateau Cairngorms vegetation consisting primarily

of heather little more than 10 cm high, interspersed with

equally stunted bilberry
(
Vaccinium), crowberry (Empetrum)

and lichen (Cladonia sp.). The clubmoss was all over the

place. I eventually estimated that the colony covered an

area roughly 50m by over 100m, extending from a few

metres below the unnamed summit on the ridge, roughly

ENE down to a few metres below the path, at an altitude

of around 850 to almost 900m (the summit is 904m). I

considered trying to count plants but soon realized it was
impossible to determine where one started and another

began; it could be all one huge plant for all I could tell. All

I can say is that the number of cones would run to several

hundreds. A small proportion of these were double. This is

the opposite situation from clavatum, where most cones

are double but the occasional single one is found (and

sometimes three or more). Huperzia and D. alpinum were

also scattered through this area, but interestingly no L.

annotinum. I subsequently found more annotinum not too

far away but down in a more sheltered spot on the sides of

the notch between this summit and Geall Charn.

Having used up almost the entire contents of a memory
card on my digital camera, I then took a couple of samples

40
The single cone of Lycopodium lagopus
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wrapped in sphagnum moss, and set off back (A week or so later I took the samples in to Fred Rumsey
and he was able to confirm this was indeed lagopus).

On the way back I passed within 1 metres of the route I had taken on the way up, and walked straight

into a sizable patch of Diphasiastrum x issleri. I had been hoping to see this, as it was mentioned in

the article as growing in the area, but with no grid reference so I was not really expecting it. No cones,

but this was very clearly not alpinum - brighter fresher green, strongly flattened stems. Examination

under a magnifying glass showed the distinctive shape of the side and ventral leaves characteristic of

D x issleri. I admit to an ongoing difficulty with the term "ventral" in this context. It's usually defined as

underside, or front, as opposed to "dorsal" meaning back. But in this plant the "ventral" surfaces most

often face upward and the dorsal downward, as the plants tend to form rather flattened rosettes. Inner

and outer surfaces might be a better description. The first time I looked for this character it took me
ages to work out which leaves were supposed to be the ones to look for. Easy enough in the comfort

of home, but halfway up a windy mountainside trying to remember what ventral means can be a

challenge.

Much further down (about 600m) I finally found a small patch of Lycopodium clavatum, which gave

me something to compare with lagopus.

Summary of characters observed in this population of Lycopodium lagopus:

Cones (strobili) mostly single, but a small proportion double;

Peduncles shorter than in clavatum, mostly around 1 -3 cm although a few somewhat longer, perhaps

up to 5cm (the shorter or non-existent peduncle is a character given in most descriptions; however,

many photographs of lagopus published on the web appear to show much longer peduncles, and

some descriptions say up to 12.5cm);

Double cones lacking separate pedicels (although these were not fully ripe; inspection of withered

cones from the previous year tended to confirm this, however). Since by no means all clavatum

cones have a pedicel (at least when unripe) I'm not sure how good a character this is. If consistent,

though, the presence of pedicels might be useful to rule out lagopus;

Fertile stems generally rather upright with few branches;

Distinct annual growth zones on most plants;

Leaves (microphylls) about 3-5mm long excluding hair tips (those on fertile stems slightly shorter

than those on vegetative stems). I have not measured clavatum leaves but most sources give these

as 5-7mm;

Leaves rather incurved; more so on fertile stems than on vegetative ones; this presumably is what

gives the plant a somewhat congested appearance;

Yellowish or orange tinge to some parts of the plant, most obvious in very exposed plants, but not at

all in those in the most sheltered spots.

As Rumsey points out in his article, some of these features (e.g. the last) may be partly environmentally

induced. There are some other potential distinguishing characters that I did not measure, such as

length of leaf hair tips and length of cone.

Another population of this clubmoss has since been found close to the area where the other BM
herbarium specimen came from, in Westerness. The challenge now is to find new sites. In particular,

plants growing at high altitudes should be checked - Rumsey quotes a limit of 840m in this country for

clavatum. The high proportion of single cones may be the clearest distinguishing feature to look for, and
is certainly the easiest to spot in the field.
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A retracing of some of the footsteps of Robert Lloyd Praeger
Jim Dennison, Kildimo, Co. Limerick, Eire,

e-mail jim.dennison@lit.ie

For those familiar with the history of Irish Botany,

R. L. Praeger will need no introduction. However,

for readers not familiar with him or his work, some
background information on this most remarkable

and indomitable of men is required.

Robert Lloyd Praeger was born in 1865 in

County Down, the son of a Dutch linen merchant

and an Irish mother and in spite of the fact that

he did not study botany professionally (he took

an engineering degree at Queens University in

Belfast), his contribution to the recording of Irish

flora over a fifty year period is without doubt one of

the most singularly important contributions to the

field. The Reverend Caleb Threlkeld's Synopsis

Stirpium Hibernicarum, published in 1726, was
the first serious attempt to catalogue Irish flora,

although this was mainly confined to Dublin and its

hinterland. Praeger's Irish Topographical Botany,

published by the Royal Irish Academy in 1 901 , was
therefore a landmark work in the history of Irish

Botany and was considered as a companion to the

two editions of Cybele Hibernica first published in

1866 by D. Moore and A.G. More and revised in

1898 by N. Colgan and R. Scully, and giving for

the first time a detailed geographical analysis of

Ireland's vascular flora. It was undertaken in just

five years and in the preface to the work Praeger

noted that the need for an 'Irish Topographical

Botany' was forcibly brought to his mind in 1895

when, in perusing a copy of the London Catalogue

of British Plants, he noticed that Ireland was
excluded from the census, owing to the absence

of detailed information concerning the distribution

of plants in the island. In fact, Ireland was placed

on the same footing as the Channel Islands - its

existence only being recognized when a plant

occurred in Ireland but not in Great Britain.

Praeger, following on from the recommendations

of C.C. Babbington in 1859, divided Ireland into

40 vice counties in 1901, which correspond in the

main with the 32 Irish counties but with the larger

ones sub-divided to make the task easier, and set

about systematically collecting data on each one.

Fortunately the more remote parts of the country,

Cork, Kerry, Donegal, Derry and Antrim, were

counties where the flora was in the process of

being recorded or had been covered by, amongst
others, Colgan, Scully, and Hart. Praeger acquired

an intimate knowledge of Ireland by walking in

excess of 6500 kilometres to collect data. He
considered a normal day's field work as "twelve

hours spent covering 20-25 miles with a minimum
of 1 5 and a maximum of 35". Whilst he only visited

29 of the 40 vice-counties, each county had to be

systematically covered so that neither plants of

early spring, summer or autumn should escape

his notice.

He was a prolific writer, publishing papers on

Sedum and Sempervivum amongst a host of other

horticultural topics. His books, apart from the Irish

Topographical Botany in 1 901 , included A Tourist's

Flora of the West of Ireland \n 1909, The Botanist in

Ireland \r\ 1934, which included an updated census

list, and in 1937 he published his best known work,

The Way That I Went ..an Irishman in Ireland, a

wonderfully poetic and personal account of his

travels throughout Ireland, noting the geology and

the antiquities of each county.

I began this article by referring to him as

indomitable. Well - his descriptions of some of

the difficulties he encountered whilst out in the

field give ample testimony to his spirit. He notes,

for instance, that it is a matter of regret that the

climate makes it so uncomfortable to get wet in

and so difficult to get dry.

"The clothes that the prevailing temperature

compels us to wear, are even in summer, of

a thickness which renders them capable of

absorbing a great amount of water, and the air is

of a dampness which slows up evaporation, and

so keeps them wet" He was referring here to the

fact that when he had to cross streams too deep

for wading he had for a while carried a rubber bag

into which he could put his clothes and tow them

across behind him whilst he swam. Eventually he

decided that this wasn't worth the effort and simply

swam across fully clothed, slowly drying out over

the next few days. He did, though, wear a pair of

boots with holes in the soles so that water would

drain through!.

That pretty well fits the description of indomitable

for me.

In June 2007, the eightieth anniversary of the

publication of The Way That I Went, Martin Rickard

and I decided to pay our own particular homage to

R.L. Praeger by re-visiting some of the locations
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The way that we went
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where he originally recorded some of Ireland's

rarest ferns.

Now Martin and I don't do indomitability (at least

I don't), so suitably attired and with no holes in

our shoes we set out for South East Mayo where

Praeger noted the only recorded Irish station

for the Limestone Oak fern, Gymnocarpium

robertianum. Fifty years later, according to the

Census Catalogue of Vascular Plants in Ireland,

(Scannell and Synott Ist.ed 1972, 2nd.ed.1987),

this plant was recorded as being located in two

Irish stations, one in East Mayo and the other in

County Louth. Curtis and McGough {Irish Red
Data Book 1988), nevertheless record it only from

East Mayo. The authors state that G. robertianum

had been reported in this location since 1970 but

that the site had been visited twice during fieldwork

for the present work with no success in locating

it.

Praeger writes of its location being, " just three

miles north west of Headford on a low rocky

limestone outcrop." He also noted that, "Ireland

is a wide and lonely country and if you want to

see how lonely it can be, take the new road from

Galway to Headford after a couple of miles the

hummocky limestone ground disappears and you

enter a stretch of road dead level, dead straight,

with neither hedges nor houses the first time

I traversed that heartbreaking thoroughfare, the

land was wrapped in a wet mist driving before a

wind that moaned. ...and so for a mile and a half

I walked alone thinking of death," (save that the

mile and a half turned out to be six!)

Of course the landscape has changed since

Praeger's visit, with hedgerows and farms, and

the odd bungalow dotted over the landscape, and

thankfully there was no moaning wind to remind

Martin and meofourmortality. We drove to Headford

and through it onto the only road running in a north

westerly direction until we had travelled roughly

two to three miles when we began searching for

rocky outcrops. Being initially unsuccessful, we
were about to retrace our steps and drove into a

narrow lane to reverse the car when we spotted

to our left about three hundred metres distant

on a low hill, our first rocky knoll or outcrop, or

to be more precise, a small section of limestone

pavement. When Praeger traversed the country

nearly a century ago, he remarked that "Ireland

is a delightful country for the pursuit of work in the

field. Enclosed or preserved ground is seldom met
with, and the country is free and open..." How times
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change. Now on foot we crossed a farmyard, and

a small field and over a fence onto the outcrop.

Here there were alpine plants normally associated

with the famous limestone pavement of the

Burren in County Clare - Orchids such as Orchis

mascula , the early spring orchid, both purple and

white forms, Geranium sanguineum, the bloody

cranesbill, Geranium robertianum, the common
dog violet, Viola riviana, Helianthemum canum,

the hoary rockrose, saxifrages, to name but a few

and then Asplenium scolopendrium, Asplenium

trichomanes subsp. quadrivalens, Asplenium

ruta-muraria, Cystopteris fragilis, Dryopteris

affinis, Dryopteris dilatata, Polystichum setiferum,

Pteridium aquilinum, but no Limestone fern.

Then after twenty minutes or so scouring the

outcrop, a yelp from Martin and there it was - three

or four small clumps waving in the breeze. The
only known Irish station still hanging in there (Fig.

1). It differs from Gymnocarpium dryopteris the

Woodland oak fern, which is locally present in

Ireland but mainly in the north east of the country,

by its much paler, less vivid, green colour and of

course from the fact that while G. robertianum is a

calcicole, G. dryopteris likes acidic conditions.

Fig. 1 Gymnocarpium robertianum

That victory being accomplished, we then

motored on to Sligo where we overnighted before

beginning our search for another one of Praeger's

listings, and one of the few Irish locations for the

Holly fern, Polystichum lonchitis.

Driving north east out of Sligo Town along the

shores of Lough Gill we now entered County

Leitrim and followed the R280 up through the

Glencar valley towards Glenade, with the Dartry

mountains, of which Benbulben's spectacular
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Covering steep ground in our search

plateau forms the western extremity, to the south-west of us.The

range is made of limestone capped in parts with Yoredale rock, a

particular form of limestone, and is just over 2000ft at its highest

point.

We chose a starting point approximately half way along the

valley and began a steep climb up to the base of the north-east

facing cliff face (Fig. 3) and there began our search with a couple of

perigrine falcons for company, with their strident tcha-tcha-tcha's

echoing from the cliffs - angry at being disturbed. Asplenium viride

was fairly well distributed here, with Asplenium trichomanes subsp.

quadrivalens, Asplenium ruta-muraria, Asplenium scolopendrium,

Dryopteris aemula, Dryopteris affinis, Dryopteris dilatata,

Polypodium vulgare, Polypodium interjectum, Hymenophyllum
wilsonii, covering an old tree stump and one clump of Polypodium

australe {P. cambricum), Polystichum setiferum, the ubiquitous

Pteridium aquilinum and, again, Cystopteris fragilis. We also

found a number of Equisetums, E. arvense, E. sylvaticum, and E.

telemateia.

Very quickly the principal object of our search, Polystichum

lonchitis came into view in some of the many fissures marking

the cliff face. Although P. lonchitis can grow to a length in excess

of 30cm, none of the plants we found approached this size.

Having completed the day's principal task, we then awarded ourselves enough bonus points to last

the summer when, in a deep fissure, Martin spotted what at first appeared to be the young fronds of

Polystichum aculeatum, however on examination on site and later, we now believe this to be Polystichum

x lonchitiforme, (Fig. 2) the hybrid of Polystichum setiferum and Polystichum lonchitis. This plant was
first recorded in this locale in the mid 1970's (on broken limestone scree in an open habitat, not in the

rock face however!) and is the only recorded station in the British Isles. In fact it is only in Greece,

apparently, that a single plant was also recorded. "Its rarity springs

from the fact that the two parent species are normally altitudinally

separate through most of their ranges, P. setiferum being mainly a

southern and lowland plant and P. lonchitis mainly a northern alpine.

Only along the extreme Atlantic coasts can alpines normally descend

to near sea level because of cool summers and southern plants spread

north because of mild winters, producing conditions where both species

can meet " (Page, 1982) It looks remarkably similar to Polystichum x

illyricum, also recorded from here and also the only Irish station. We
are dissuaded of any possible confusion, nevertheless as one of the

parents of P. illyricum, Polystichum aculeatum, was absent from the

locality, although this is no absolute guarantee of conclusive evidence,

as is noted below. To add some weight to our conviction the spores,

on examination, appeared to be abortive, although this is also the case

with P. illyricum.

Feeling pretty well sated with these successes, we then began our

downward climb only to stumble across what at first appeared to be

Dryopteris expansa. (Fig.4) If so, this was the first recorded sighting of

the species in Ireland. Since we returned home, however, Christopher

Fraser-Jenkins, who was sent a photograph of the plant, tentatively

believes it to be an odd form oWryopteris dilatata. Further investigation,

possibly in the form of a chromosome count, would help to eliminate

any uncertainty although I am told by botanists at Trinity College,

Dublin that the group is particularly difficult to identify, especially if
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Fig. 2 Polystichum x lonchitiforme
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the chromosomes are small. Could it

be Dryopteris x ambroseae, the hybrid

between D. dilatata and D. expansa?

Although D. expansa has not been

recorded from Ireland, it is certainly not

Dryopteris x remota, whose parents are

D. affinis subsp. affinis and D. expansa,

which has been recorded in two stations,

one in North Kerry and the other in South

East Galway!

Our short visit following Praeger

ended here, although we did drive on into

Donegal and past the Poisoned Glen, the

site of some of Henry Chichester Hart's

discoveries, as recorded in his Flora

of Donegal But that's another trip and

another story!
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The most northerly Cyrtomium fa.lca.tum1

Neil Timm provided the photograph on the left which as you can see is a Cyrtomium

falcatum.

It was found naturalized on a wall in South Lincolnshire (TF328 871)

He comments that "There are no other plants of this nearby and therefore its origins

are a complete mystery. I thought however that it may be of interest to members as the

fern is only given, in most of the books I have, as naturalized in the far South West.

Could this be its most northerly location? and do any members know of any other.?"

Fig. 4 Dryopteris sp. possibly D. expansa
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Fern tables
Pat Riehl

2107 12th Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98182 4115, USA
e-mail: pwriehl@seanet.com

In 2006 Timber Press published a book written by George Schenk called Gardening on Pavement,

Tables and Hard Surfaces. He describes a fern table he designed with plants from Judith Jones and

enthusiastic support from the table's owner Nancy Davidson Short. Since then fern tables have been

done in the Seattle area by several gardeners including myself. Mr. Schenk explores many plant

combinations other than ferns for planting on tables. My goal was to construct a sturdy table and then

plant the top with ferns. Here is what I did.

Tabic Construction

First one needs a sturdy table. It can be wood, stone

or metal. I chose to have two tables built out of steel.

Both tables are three feet high. One has a top three

feet square and the other is three by six feet. The top

is made of four L-shaped steel rods welded together

at the corners. One side of the L acts as a rim to keep

soil from going off the edge. The other side acts as

a support for the panel on which the garden will be

planted. On the long table flat bar supports have been

welded to the underside of the frame for added support

of the panel The panel in both tables is a sheet of

steel cut to fit inside the L-shaped frame described

above. The steel sheet is perforated with tiny holes

for drainage. Note: In industry the steel sheet is used

to sort rock. One can buy sheets with different size

perforations.

The legs are made of the same L-shaped steel but

two holes have been drilled at the top end so the legs

can be bolted to the table top. In addition, steel cross

bracing has been added for support. Holes were drilled

in the legs to attach the cross bracing with bolts. In all

cases the bolts are stainless steel just in case there is a need to disassemble the table.

Planting

The large table is placed below a maple tree where it gets no direct sun. The soil is good quality

potting mix with added pumice and bark chips. It would

be expected to have good drainage simply because of

the table design but the soil must retain some level of

moisture to keep it from drying out too quickly in summer.

Because I planted this in fall I did not add fertilizer.

I needed more prepared soil than I expected because

I wanted to build up the soil in certain areas. The goal

was to create a woodland scene in a small space, so I

contoured the soil, creating a hill going down the middle

of the table. Into the hill I partially buried two stumps of

different sizes, both covered with moss. Here, I was
lucky enough to have found a small stump already

planted with a Blechnum spicant. Then it was only a

matter of sculpting soil around the stumps to get the look

I wanted. I could have used stone instead of the stumps but I found great stumps. Plus they are lighter

and I can plant in the stump itself.

Now for the plants. I tried to plant as many evergreen ferns as possible. I also tried to keep the
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Fern tables
scale of the ferns in mind but if they outgrow the space

I should be able to take a knife and simply cut them out

and replace them. The ferns I have thus far are pyrrosia,

adiantum, aspleniums, polystichums, polypodiums and

blechnums. I avoided anything that wasn't extremely

hardy. With these I added mini hostas, hepaticas,

asarums and very small rhododendrons for contrast

As I write in December, the table needs more

evergreen ferns because it still looks bare. It will take

some trial and error before it looks right. After planting

I added moss to the bare soil and interesting pieces of

wood to fill it out. Then everything got a good watering.

On the ground under the table I had planted some other

types of shade plants but took them out because they

detracted from the table. Also dirt does come through the

steel sheet and probably will for a while. If I find any plants have sunk into the soil I can pull them out

and fill the hole then put the plant back in place.

Maintenance
So far this winter has been kind, nothing below 25°F. If it gets down into the teens I will cover the

table with an old bed sheet and attach blankets to the legs to keep cold air from blowing under the

table. Sounds easy, right !!! In summer I would expect to water every few days, not unlike a hanging

basket.

The advantage of the fern table is its height. I can see everything up close. And bending over for

long periods is getting harder and harder. The slugs will have a harder time finding my treasures and if

they do I hope to spot them quicker and expel them faster. The table adds far more space than it takes

so I have more room for ferns. All in all the table is wonderful and something to fuss over.

Use of stumps in the fern table

1Min
w m

The Fern Van - spotted in London in 2004 - has anyone seen it recently?

Photo: A. Dyer
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"The Fern Gathererers" once more
Adrian Dyer
499 Lanark Road West, Balerno, Edinburgh EH 14 7AL
e-mail : adrian@dyer499 . freeserve.co .uk

In Pteridologist Volume 4, part 1, I discussed a picture by Charles Lidderdale, probably painted in the 1870s

with the title "Fern Carrier" but appearing in a printed reproduction in 1992 with the title "The Fern Gatherer".

This was not the first time that this title had appeared on a painting. At a recent auction, I bought a print

called "The Fern Gatherers" that had been published in 1799. It is a mezzotint engraving by John Raphael

Smith of a painting by George Morland. The print is 603mm x 447mm, and printed beneath it is:
" Painted

by G. Morland. London. Published May 1 1799 by THE FERN GATHERERS I.R.Smith, King Street, Covent

Garden. Engraved by J.R.Smith Mezzotint Engraver to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales." It appears

to be an original print (some of the plates were re-used at a later date) with contemporary colouring. The
Lidderdale painting was, according to the artist's diary, a 'pot-boiler' in a style popular at the time, and a variant

of his oft-repeated "Wood Carrier". There appears to have been little or no pteridological significance in the

subject matter, beyond perhaps the all-pervading Victorian interest in ferns. The Morland painting, however,

is probably recording a way in which ferns played a part in the rural economy.

The Fern Gatherers by George Morland

The print, seen above, shows a peasant or gypsy family apparently cutting, gathering and, perhaps significantly,

burning large fern fronds. A young man, sickle in hand, is putting cut green fronds on to the flames of a fire.

He may be the head of the family or, because the way the faces are drawn gives little indication of age,

possibly an older son if the father is working away from home. Incongruously, he appears to be wearing a silk

waistcoat; perhaps a cast-off from a more affluent previous owner. He is assisted by two children. Mother

and baby have just arrived with a basket containing their lunch wrapped in a red cloth and some drink in an

earthenware flagon. They are wisely standing up-wind of the fire. Whether or not this group was posed for the

painting, Morland may well have observed such a scene, though the subjects may not have appeared so well-

fed and contented in life as they do in the painting. The ferns are not portrayed with accurate detail, and could

be one of the male ferns (Dryopteris spp.), but the habitat suggests that they might be bracken (Pteridium

aquilinum). In the background, smoke is rising from other fires.
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"The Fern Gathererers" once more
Burning fern fronds was a subject of folklore and,

especially in the case of bracken, a rural industry.

Ferns were burnt in the belief that this would induce

rain in times of drought as described by Friend (1884).

"It was customary in the seventeenth century to set

fire to growing ferns, under the belief that this practice

would produce rain. There can be little doubt that the

custom of "firing" the bracken which grows in such

quantities on the Devonshire moors, originated in this

practice; but whether the results anticipated always

follow or not, we do not know a prettier sight than that

of the fern-fires dotting the moors late on a summer's

evening, and lighting up the country round with their

radiant glow. To a stranger these sights will at first

occasion alarm; and, when I first saw them, vivid

recollections of raging conflagrations in Eastern cities

rushed to mind, and filled me with fear and anxiety,

till I knew that there was no danger to property or

life. A curious illustration of the old belief is furnished

by an official letter from the Earl of Pembroke and

Montgomery, admonishing the High Sheriff of

Pembroke to forbear for awhile the burning of ferns

during the visit to that county ofKing Charles I., as His

Majesty, who had a right to ask for royal weather, is

'desirous that the country and himself may enjoy fair

weather as long as he remains in those parts' ".

Clearly, burning took place on a considerable

scale at least until well into the 19th Century, and not

only to try to end a drought. In Europe before the

Norman Conquest, bracken ashes, sometimes mixed

with fats, were used for washing (Abbe, 1981). In his

'Flora Scotica', the Rev. John Lightfoot (1777), writing

about bracken, states: "Fern cut while green, and left

to rot upon the ground, is a good improver of the land;

for its ashes, if burnt, will yield double the quantity of

salt that most other vegetables will." and: "In several

places in the North the inhabitants mow it green, and,

burning it to ashes, make those ashes up into balls,

with a little water, which they dry in the sun, and make
use of them to wash their linen with instead of soap.

"

The print shows ferns being cut and burnt while green.

Until the mid-1 9th century, balls of fern ash were in

demand for laundering, and lye made from bracken

ash mixed with unslaked lime was used for bleaching

textiles (Abbe, 1981).

Fern ash has also long been used as a source of

potash in making 'potash glass'. It was used in this

way by the Romans (Abbe, 1981). Chaucer, in his

Canterbury Tales (1 388), refers to this: "But natheless,

some said it was wonder to make of fern ashes glass,

and yet is glass not like ashes of fern?" In De la

Pirotechnia (published in Venice in 1540), Vannoccio

Biringuccio describes the use of fern in glass making.

Parkinson (1640) comments: "Of the ashes of Feme
is made a kinde of thicke or darke coloured greene
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glasse in sundry places in France, as in the Dutchery

of Maine, etc. (and in England also I have been told

by some) out of which they drink their wine. " Such

glass was called 'verre fougere' or bracken glass

(Abbe, 1981). In fact, it might have been this practice

that led to the association with rain. It was necessary

to collect the ashes quickly after burning to avoid the

potash being dissolved out, hence the fear of rain

falling soon after burning. This led to the belief that

rain was always imminent at this time and thence

to the idea that burning would encourage rain when
needed.

Harvesting as a source of potash for soap and

glass manufacture would have required a large and

abundant fern. In some accounts it is stated that

bracken and, more rarely, male fern (probably including

Dryopteris affinis as well as D. filix-mas) were used.

This would have provided for local use and would

also have generated a small income for peasant and

crofting families. "In many of the western isles the

people gain a very considerable profit from the sale

of the ashes to soap and glass-makers." (Lightfoot,

1777).

Bracken may also have been cut and burnt merely

to clear land to make improved grazing, but regular

cutting alone would have been sufficient and burning

unnecessary. Ferns were also burnt "to drive away
serpents, gnats and other noisome creatures that

in ferny countries much molest both strangers and

inhabitants that lye in bed in the night-time with their

faces uncovered"(Park\r\son, 1640). Among the

multitude of other uses to which bracken has been put

(Lightfoot, 1777; Dyer, 1995; Mabey, 2000), putting

dead fronds up a chimney and setting light to them

has been used as a way to remove accumulated soot

(Mabey, 2000). However, neither of these incendiary

activities is the subject of this picture.

In summary, it seems likely that this print shows,

albeit in a somewhat romanticised way, a peasant or

gypsy family of the 1 790s, perhaps in the Isle of Wight

or the Lake District, burning bracken and/or male fern

for potash to be used in soap or glass manufacture.
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Flexuosum refound!
Martin Rickard
Pear Tree Cottage, Kyre, Tcnbury Wells, Worcs WR15 8RN
e-mail ; h.m.rickard@btii\ternet.com
When Robert Sykes and I revised Jimmy
Dyce's manuscript for publication as our Special

Publication No. 7, Polystichum cultivars, we added

a few cultivars not in Jimmy's original. Flexuosum,

with a wavy rachis, was one such. A bit of an oddity

and neither of us could ever remember seeing

it. Presumably Jimmy had never seen it either.

It was illustrated by Druery and his illustation is

reproduced in our book. Jones also illustrated it

in his nature prints in1 876. Given its history we,

therefore, thought it should be included.

Polystichum setiferum Flexuosum group. Note the

frond midrib (rachis) is flexuose but the pinnae midribs

are not. The pinnules are all slightly convex.

Imagine my surprise when I recently spotted

this in a garden I know well not far from where I

live here in Worcestershire. It is a true Polystichum

setiferum 'Flexuosum', pretty well identical to

Drueiys illustration of almost a 100 years ago!

Rather pleased with my discovery of this 'oddity'

I showed it to a few people who unanimously

called it beautiful! That surprised me! To me it is

fascinating, but not beautiful. I am quickly changing

my mind! Benbow, one of the Victorian finders of

this fern rated it the 'most striking form he ever

found'. I stand corrected!

The history of this plant is interesting. It came
from me about 20 years ago. I collected spore

from a P. setiferum found at Shirenewton Hall,

earlier the home of E J. Lowe. This particular plant

had revolved pinnae, ie. the pinnae were tubular -

Polystichum setiferum Flexuosum group showing detail of

the frond midrib (rachis)

the frond was flat. I called the sowing 'Revolvens

Lowe'. I do not remember any hint of a flexuose

rachis when I collected the spore. That was 1979

(see Notes on Revolvens, Bull. BPS., Vol. 2, p 368,

1983). The resultant crop of sporelings was not

terribly exciting but I do remember one finding its

way to this local garden. It is now a handsome

plant with fronds about two feet long. There is no

sign of any revolving but all fronds are showing

the flexuose character. Presumably the plant at

Shirenewton had the flexuose genes in it. In fact

the revolvens character is created by bent, or

flexuose, midribs of the pinnae or the pinnules,

so the jump from revolvens to flexuosum in one

generation is not too surprising.

Footnote. In due course this frond will be stored in

the BPS/RHS herbarium.
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The first BPS, then and now.
Michael Hayward.
6 Far Moss Road, Blundellsands, Liverpool, Merseyside L25 8TQ
e-mail : mhaywardL23@blueyonder.co .uk

The first British Pteridological Society, founded in

1871 and dispersed in January 1876, is known

from its single publication, "Occasional Paper No.

1", published in 1875, and from later references to

it, particularly by Col. Jones and W. H. Phillips. The

recent finding of an early Nature Print, distributed

to members with Occasional Paper No 1 and

preceding Col. Jones' series of over 300 Nature

Prints of "Varieties of the British Species of Ferns",

(May 1876 - December 1880), prompted me to

investigate this early fern society and compare its

activities with those of the present BPS.

The "Occasional Paper No. 1" lists the officers

of the society for the year 1875. The office of

President was vacant. 3 Vice Presidents were W.H.

Allchin, a doctor practicing in Bayswater, Thomas
Moore of the Chelsea Physic Garden and G. B.

Wollaston of Chiselhurst, Kent. Captain Jones,

who lived in Clifton, Bristol, was the Treasurer and

Rev. H.A. Walker of Kensington was the Secretary.

There was a general committee of 12 members,

including Capt. Jones. We do not know the total

membership of the Society, but Jones budgeted

for 48 sets of Nature Prints which were eventually

distributed chiefly to former members.

The present BPS was founded at Kendal fifteen

years after the demise of the early Society, in

September 1891 as the Northern BPS. Within a

year members from the whole of the UK had been

elected and atthefirstAGM.addresed by Wollaston,

'Northern' was dropped from the title. Wollaston

was elected as a Vice-President, creating a clear

link with the earlier BPS.

Most of the monthly meetings of the early Society

took place at the homes of Dr. Allchin, Mr. Wollaston

and, most frequently, of R. A. Thompson. Richard

Thompson was then deputy director of the South

Kensington Museum, now the Victoria and Albert

Museum, and lived in one of 4 official residences

built over a gallery next to Exhibition Road in 1 862

and now incorporated in the V & A. The present

BPS therefore meets only a few 100m from where
most of the earlier BPS meetings took place.

The most surprising absence from the list

of Officers is Rev. Charles Padley, a wealthy

country parson, an authority on Polystichum and

the instigator of the fern nature prints which were

started as part of his project to write a book on

the classification of Polystichum. Jones (1885)
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writes that circumstances had occurred which

forced Padley to give up his project, presumably

due to ill-health. He died in Fulham in 1887. The
Polystichum project was put off for many years until

finally restarted by Jimmy Dyce and completed by

Martin Rickard and Robert Sykes in 2006. Martin

and Robert made extensive reference to the Nature

Prints initiated by Rev Padley, establishing another

clear link with the earlier society.

It seems plausible that Padley may well have

been the President of the Society and that the

Society foundered in 1876 when no one else was
willing to take on this office. Recruiting officers for

the present Society is also difficult on occasions,

but fortunately we have a sufficient body of active

members to overcome such difficulties.

The "Occasional Paper No. 1
" records a meeting

at Wollaston's house in 1874 at which he declared

the aims of the Society as, Firstly -- The Promotion

of the Study of British Ferns; Secondly -- The
Clasification of Ferns; Thirdly - The Nomenclature

of Ferns. Wollaston proposed that a variety of one

agreed species be taken as a model and that a

varietal description such as 'cristata' be then

uniformly applied to other species, a theme which

Jones used in his selection of varieties for his

series of Nature Prints.

In his address Wollaston exhorts, "Let us not be

faint-hearted, my friends and fellow-members, for

we have amongst us those who are unrivalled in

the general and scientific knowledge of the British

Ferns, both as regards their botanical characters,

and as to their culture. Let us boldly make known

to the public our united opinion of what we consider

right or wrong; and, by suggestion and advice,

by our criticism and friendly controversy, by our

universal adoption of the Society's names, induce

general botanists to adopt them, or show cause

why they do not."

The aims of the early BPS, as set out by

Wollaston, are all incorporated in those of our

present Society.

At a later meeting, November 1874, Wollaston's

subject was more specific, the classification of the

Lastrea (Dryopteris) and the proposed division of

Lastrea filix-mas into 3 separate species, a topic

which continues to exercise members of the BPS
to the present day!

The "Occasional Paper" ends with lists of
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recently discovered varieties and a note that "Impressions

of three forms of Polystichum angulare, found by Dr. Wills,

are enclosed".

A small collection of early trials of Nature Prints, which

differ from the main issue of the Jones Nature Prints in the

paper used and in their labelling, were recently found at

the NHM by Graham Ackers and Alison Paul whilst sorting

herbarium specimens in a box labelled 'Cranfield'. Cranfield,

for many years president of the BPS and an inveterate

collector, acquired 2 complete sets of the Jones Nature Prints

which were sold after his death to The Society of Gardeners
and are housed in the Guildhall Library in the City of London
with the rest of Cranfield's library (and available for members
to study). Whether he acquired these early trial prints with

one of the two complete sets is not known. It is also possible

that these prints were acquired when Miss Jones, surviving

daughter of Col. Jones, gave her father's surplus stock of

Nature Prints to the BPS at Cranfield's request.

The most interesting of the prints in this collection,

reproduced in the illustration on the right, is proposed as the

print sent out with "Occasional Paper No. 1". It has crease

marks from folding into 4, presumably for postage, and a

printed adhesive label which reads -

1
.

P. Ang. Grandiens Caudiculatum (Wills)

2._ " Polydactylum (Wills)

3. " Filiforme (Wills)

The Nature Print that accompanied "Occasional Paper

No. 1" of the first B.P.S.A second copy of this print, also creased as for posting,

is bound at the end of the set of Jones' Nature Prints in the

library of the RBGE.
Like many of the varieties discovered or bred by the Victorian fern hunters, none of these 3 varieties

is known to have survived. The 'Polydactylum' is quite distinct from 'Polydactylum, Padley' and

'Polydactylum, Woolaston' illustrated in the main series of Jones Nature Prints.

Three other prints have lost their adhesive labels and can no longer be identified (by me). Other prints

have handwritten varietal names, including a series of 11 prints from the many forms discovered by Mr.

Moly. "Lastrea Pseudo-Mas, a new form of the Pulchella type" listed on the final page of the paper, has

fronds too large for the chosen size of paper and has been Nature Printed with upper and lower parts of

the frond on separate sheets. A selection of these prints is available on the BPS web site, together with

the full text of the "Occasional Paper No 1".

Although our knowledge of the first BPS is very slight, I believe that there are sufficient links between

our Societies to suggest that we were refounded in 1891 rather than founded that year.

Many thanks to Martin Rickard for supplying me with a copy of his original 16 page pamphlet and to

Graham Ackers and Alison Paul for passing on the Cranfield collection of Nature Prints.
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The British Pteridological Society's Herbarium
at the Royal Horticultural Society
Graham Ackers.
Dccrsbrook, Horsham Road, Walliswood, Dorking RH5 5RL
e.mail : grahamackers@Compuserve.com
Unburdened by the mortality of living plants, herbaria

provide an almost permanent reference for structural

studies of plants from wherever and whenever their

collectors cared to venture. A botanic garden in

Pisa provided the first record of the preservation of

dried pressed plants in the early sixteenth century.

Providentially, such collections were then called

'hortus siccus' literally 'dried garden'. Providentially

because the first BPS herbarium specimens would

have come from, or been destined for, member's

gardens. BPS and its members have held herbaria

for over 100 years. In 2005 it was decided to move
the main herbarium to the Royal Horticultural Society

(RHS), and this is an account of that move.

There follows a brief history of our herbarium,

then a similar account for the RHS herbarium, and

finally a description of the components of the present

BPS (now RHS) herbarium. Hopefully this article will

prove of value to present and future generations of

BPS members wishing to research and refer to fern

cultivars.

History of the BPS Herbarium
Following the circulation of letters to known fern

enthusiasts, 10 people turned up to what was to

be the inaugural meeting of the Northern British

Pteridological Society, held on 23 September 1891 in

Kendal, where many items relevant to the formation

of a new society were discussed. With a committee

having been elected, subsequent committee

meetings were held, and during that of 6 June 1892

there was the proposal "That a Herbarium of all

known British Ferns be kept by the Society for the

purpose of example and these shall be passed by

the Committee as being the standard and recognised

types of such species or varieties & that Members
be requested to forward fronds for the formation of

such Herbarium and that be kept by the Sec of the

Society." A classically defined hortus siccus in fact!

The Secretary of the Society, and a founder member,

was George Whitwell (1839-1924).

Although there were no specific minuted

references to the herbarium for the next 18 years,

it can be assumed that the herbarium was a going

concern because submitted varieties were discussed

and named at Society meetings.

The next reference to the herbarium appears

in the minutes of the 19th Annual Meeting of the

British Pteridological Society (our name having been

changed at the Annual Meeting in 1892) held on 1
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August 1910. George Whitwell had been Honorary

Secretary from 1 891 , but at this meeting a letter was
read out from Whitwell in his absence tendering his

resignation both as Secretary and member of the

Society. Following the usual expressions of regret,

it was agreed that Whitwell be made an honorary

member of the Society, and was also requested to

continue as keeper of the Society's herbarium. (More

on Whitwell in Hall, 1991).

It was apparent that Whitwell had accepted this

request to continue as keeper of the herbarium,

because at the Annual Meeting two years later on

5 August 1912, "It was resolved that a permanent

record be kept of typical varieties of British Ferns

found, raised or grown by the members & which

they are requested to send for this purpose to the

Annual Meeting in good condition for judging and

preservation and that the committee shall determine

such forms as shall be handed to Mr. G. Whitwell for

preservation in the Society's Herbarium." In effect,

a re-statement of the 1892 criteria. Whitwell was
present at the meeting.

Thereafter, the trail went cold for 47 years as far as

minuted references to a herbarium were concerned.

It is highly unlikely, and very sad, that any of this early

collection has survived within the current BPS/RHS
herbarium. From the accounts that follow on the BPS
component herbaria, only those of Padley, Elliot and

Druery existed within this period. Padley's herbarium

was not acquired by the Society until it was given to

Jimmy Dyce some time on or after 1959. Druery's

fronds were not maintained to herbarium standards,

and were almost certainly for his own personal

reference. It is also likely that Elliot's collection was
for his own use, as on receipt at RHS they were not

even within the BPS cataloguing system.

At the committee meeting of 7 March 1959,

during a discussion on varietal naming problems,

it was minuted that "The Editor [Clive Jermy] also

considered we should build up a reference herbarium

collection of varieties available for consultation. As
the museum has already, several collections, the

suggestion must be pursued further to see if they

can be adapted for easier reference". It is a given fact

that the Museum has a vast collection of herbarium

specimens (including ferns) for scientific reference,

and so the reference here to "several collections"

must presumably refer to donations of cultivated fern

herbaria.
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At a later committee meeting in 1 959, it was minuted

that - "A useful acquisition to the Society would be

a Herbarium of all varieties in cultivation today. The
Secretary [Jimmy Dyce] offered to be responsible for

the collection of pressed fronds from members and

other sources. The Editor [Clive Jermy] is to announce
this in the Gazette and to give full instructions on how
to press fronds and what information to supply with

them when passing them to the Secretary. In this

way it is hoped that we shall be in a better position

to identify fronds sent to us for naming". This seems
to imply that little or no herbarium development had

occurred since the previous discussion, but this time

an article written by Jimmy Crabbe (a pteridologist at

the Natural History Museum) did in fact appear in the

December 1959 edition of the Gazette, with a follow

up in 1961 (see Crabbe, 1959 & 1961).

At the Annual General Meeting in 1960, "the

Secretary reported that fronds had been received

by him for the Society's herbarium, but Mr. Dyer had

sent a lot to the British Museum (Natural History)".

This is interesting, because it implies that there might

have been some confusion in the minds of members
as to the best destination for their collections - the

Natural History Museum or the Society. The Dyer

collection, all Athyrium filix-femina cultivars, is still at

the Museum, and consideration is being given to its

future incorporation into the RHS herbarium.

Further confusion seems to have arisen, because

at the committee meeting on 25 October 1961, "Mr.

J. A. Crabbe was appointed Curator of the Society's

Herbarium which will be housed at the British Museum
(Natural History) in Cromwell Road, London SW7".

Following this, therefore, did the Natural History

Museum house two cultivar collections - its own plus

the Society's, and did the Society's ferns in Jimmy
Dyce's keeping ever get to the Museum?

At the committee meeting of 11 October 1977,

the Secretary (Jimmy Dyce) reported that herbarium

specimens had been made of Reginald Kaye's

collection of varieties (see "BPS Kaye Collection"

below), and further that "The Society's herbarium

which has been missing for many years has been

found in the Museum and the Secretary is spending

time going through [this] as well as other variety herbariums. Arising from the report, Clive Jermy suggested

that members could give valuable assistance at the Museum by helping to sort out herbarium sheets and it

was suggested we put a notice in the Bulletin to this effect asking for volunteers". As far as I can ascertain,

no such notice appeared.

At the committee meeting on 11 February 1978, it was noted that a member had offered to help sort

the ferns at the Museum, and Clive Jermy "raised the question of the Society's herbariums lodged at the

Museum and deemed it advisable that a list of them should be agreed with the Museum authorities to avoid

any future misunderstanding about ownership. The secretary and J. A. Crabbe are to compile a list"

Once again the herbarium history trail goes cold, but this time for only 25 years!

The housing of the BPS archives has always proved problematical for the Society as we do not have any

premises. Typically, archive material has been spread around various members, although the Archivist of
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Fig. 1 Polystichum setiferum Cruciatum Group

Padley Herbarium BPSP405B

We do not inherit a name with this specimen of a

frond from the Cruciatum group. It is not Wakelyanum
but it is a fine cultivar, and it deserves a name.

Cruciation in Polystichum setiferum and Athyrium

filix-femina is often confined to the middle third of

the frond but here it continues almost from the base

to the tip. Notice that in the mid-section of the frond

some pinnae branch into three. Renewed interest

in historical cultivars may lead to a similar, named,

frond being discovered elsewhere, perhaps in the

as yet uncollated collections of fern cultivars at the

Natural History Museum.

Martin Rickard
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the day always held the bulk of the material, around

50% of which consisted of the herbarium. In 2002,

the Committee agreed to move the archives to a

commercial storage facility in Coventry, which took

place in 2003. Whilst this solved some of the storage

problems, obviously a cost was involved, and access

to the material proved tricky for some. Therefore as

part of an archives rationalisation program, in 2003

the Committee started to discuss the idea of offering

the herbarium to RHS as an addition to their herbarium

at Wisley. This was seen to have several advantages

both to the Society and RHS :-

• It would reduce the Society's archival storage

requirements and thus cost,

• It would enable the collections to be mounted or

re-mounted according to RHS standards,

• The database accessioning would enable the

data and names associated with the specimens

to be vetted,

• The collection should be much more accessible

to some BPS members and others wishing to

work with the herbarium,

• The collection would be available to RHS staff to

assist with their plant naming service and their

annual compilation of the Plant Finder.

The offer was finally made in early 2005, and happily

the then Keeper of the Herbarium, Diana Miller,

agreed to accept the collection, but expressed the

wish for volunteers from the Society to perform the

accessioning work. Consequently, two of us started

the project in May 2005, broadly the method of working

being that Jennifer Ide performed the mounting and

I did the data-basing - both working about one day

per week (when we were available of course!). The
whole exercise took over two years, being completed

in June 2007.

History of RHS Herbarium
Between 1804 and 1856, the RHS maintained a

herbarium which included specimens brought back

by the Society's collectors such as Robert Fortune

and David Douglas. Resulting from a financial

crisis, this collection was sold at Sotheby's in 1856.

Its subsequent whereabouts is unknown (ironically

predicting the fate of the early BPS herbarium some
fifty years later).

The present herbarium was started in the early part of the twentieth century with specimens from the

Society's new garden at Wisley. The core of the present herbarium resulted from a European collection

of about 12,000 specimens donated by Frederick Hanbury in 1936. Levels of activity thereafter were low,

until in the 1 960s Chris Brickell took charge and started to co-ordinate effort to collect for the herbarium. An
RHS botanist.Diana Miller, was appointed the first Keeper of the Herbarium in 1979, and focused on the

development and expansion of the herbarium, which currently holds about 80,000 specimens, over 30,000

colour transparencies of plants, and 3,300 watercolour paintings of award-winning plants painted mainly
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Fig. 2 Polystichum setiferum 'Wakeleyanum'

Padley Herbarium BPSP306

Polystichum setiferum 'Wakelyanum'. I suspect quite

a few members have a fern answering to this name,

but is it right? Does their plant look like this specimen

from the Padley herbarium (BPSP306)? Here 90%
of the pinnae fork at or near the base, the frond is

narrow and heavily crested. This must be very close

to original Wakelyanum, given that Padley was
active only 1 or so years after the original was found

near Axminster in 1860, however, the Jones nature

print(1878), reproduced by Druery in British ferns

and their varieties, is different! The frond chosen by

Jones is narrower than Padley's, thus begging the

question which is the original!

Martin Rickard
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between about 1920 and 1940 (see article elsewhere

illustrating three fern watercolours). Diana retired in

2005, and was succeeded as Keeper by another RHS
botanist, Christopher Whitehouse.

The collections management database system

used at RHS is called BG-Base. Development of this

system commenced in 1985 at the Arnold Arboretum

in Boston, and is now used by many USA institutions,

and in the UK by the Oxford Botanical Garden and

Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh (from where it is

supported in the UK). The general functionality of the

system is very wide, institutions typically using only

a proportion. RHS use it for recording their living,

herbarium and picture collections, and it is a key tool

for the annual preparation of the RHS Plantfinder.

For accessioning the BPS herbarium, we were

required to enter various data such as plant name
(including cultivar name and Group cultivar name
where appropriate), the BPS herbarium number
(see below), condition of the specimen (most of ours

were "excellent" or "good"), and information about

the origin of the specimen. Any labels and other

data associated with a specimen were attached to

the herbarium sheet to retain primary information

sources. However, the data associated with some
of our specimens was quite sparse, and sometimes

handwriting was difficult to read. A bar code attached

to the herbarium sheet provides instant access to the

database record. Detailed notes on the use of the

database in relation to the BPS herbarium have been

lodged in our archives, together with a list of all the

accessioned ferns to complement the original BPS
archive lists. It is intended also that this list be posted

on the BPS web site. BPS members wishing to access

the collections could view this material, and should

contact the Keeper of the Herbarium at Wisley.

Generally, the specimen name used was the one on

the original herbarium sheet, unless it was obviously

wrong, or an earlier synonym. Where no name was
present, the specimen was given a name. Normally

no attempt was made to identify un-named cultivars,

but they were assigned to Cultivar Groups. "A Group is

a formal category for assembling cultivars, individual

plants or assemblages of plants on the basis of defined

similarity" (I. C.N.CP, 2004). General literature

sources used for checking and assigning names were

Druery 1910, Dyce 1987, Dyce 1988, Dyce 2005,

Lowe 1890, Rickard 2000, and Stace 1997. Finally,

in November 2007 Martin Rickard viewed the whole

collection, suggesting various changes to the names
of some of the accessioned specimens.

There follows an account of the component BPS collections that have been lodged at the RHS Herbarium.

These collections are differentiated by the contents of the BG-Base field Herbarium Number, which is

formatted as "BPSxxx" for the general BPS collection, and "BPSyxxx for the specific collections, where xxx

Polystichum setiferum 'Wakelyanum'

Kaye Herbarium BPSK176

Another frond from the Cruciatum group. This

specimen from the Kaye collection (BPSK176),

sourced from a Ripon garden, clearly has some of the

characters of 'Wakelyanum' but very much diluted. It

is therefore correctly placed in the Cruciatum Group,

it is certainly not 'Wakelyanum'.

Do not, however, dismiss this specimen as being

of no great interest! To me it looks to have close

affinities with Polystichum aculeatum. Could it be

P. x bicknellii Cruciatum Group? If this is this hybrid

it is just possible it came from one of E. J. Lowe's

early crossing experiments. Lowe mixed spores in

a joint sowing of P. setiferum 'Wakelyanum' with P.

aculeatum. He chose these parents because he

reasoned that if he raised a cruciate P. aculeatum he

would prove ferns could hybridise. He succeeded!

Martin Rickard
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Fig. 4 Polystichum setiferum (Multilobum Group)

'Incisum'

Padley Herbarium BPSP341

The label with this frond (BPSP341) tells us it was
found or raised by a Mr Jackson. It also tells us that

the name has not been universally accepted over

the years. The first given name of 'Interuptum' does

not seem appropriate. Interuptum usually means
irregular, depauperate or.... interrupted. This form

is not really depauperate. The pinnules towards the

tip of the frond are curiously lobed, possibly incised,

it therefore seems the second given name is more

appropriate and is the name used on the modern

herbarium label.

Martin Rickard

is (normally) the original BPS herbarium number, and

y is a letter to denote the identity of the collection.

The format of this code is shown in brackets after the

collection name below.

General BPS Collection

These 212 specimens use the code number BPSxxx,

or BPS5xx for the 33 specimens that do not have an

original BPS number. Most of the specimens in this

collection were assembled by Jimmy Dyce, albeit

from a variety of sources, between 1 952 and 1 980. An
additional collector was J. F. Healey, who contributed

a number of Polystichum setiferum species and

cultivars in the mid 1960s. There are 13 specimens

that were collected around 1915, possibly by Druery,

although no collector was recorded. The vast majority

of the specimens are cultivars of British species.

In the 1980s, Jimmy Dyce, Martin Rickard, Ray

Coughlin and Cor van de Moesdijk from Belgium

exchanged views, specimens, pinnae and illustrations

on many progenies and forms o\ Polystichum setiferum

'Plumosum Bevis'. This was triggered by the draft of

an article prepared by Jimmy Dyce, and distributed to

the others for comments. The variation in this cultivar

complex proved to be so difficult to untangle that in

the end the article was never published but a copy of

the draft is in our archives. However 18 fronds from

the BPS archives have been incorporated into the

Wisley herbarium variously as Polystichum setiferum

'Plumosum Bevis', P. setiferum 'Pulcherrimum Bevis',

P. setiferum 'Bevis Progeny', P. setiferum 'Drueryi'

(some received as P. setiferum 'Plumosum Drueryi')

and P. setiferum 'Pulcherrimum Drueryi' and given

the numbers BPS505 to BPS522. (Note however

that according to Dyce, 2005, p. 45, these specimens

could now all be known as Polystichum setiferum

Bevis Group.) The remaining material (collections of

pinnae, photocopies of fronds/pinnae, versions of the

draft article and correspondence) has been returned

to the BPS archives.

There is a further set of miscellaneous Polystichum

setiferum specimens without original BPS numbers,

given numbers from BPS523 to BPS531. Most were

collected and/or grown by Jimmy Dyce in the 1960s.

One noteworthy specimen (BPS526) is P. setiferum

'Pulcherrimum Green's Plumosum' being a very lacy

frond with very divided long pinnules. Another plant (BPS524) was collected by Martin Rickard from a

Devon garden in 1982, and is the remarkable Polystichum setiferum 'Plumoso-multilobum Deltoideum',

first described by Cranfield (see Stansfield, 1929). The name format used then was "Polystichum angulare

divisilobum plumosum deltoideum" , and the article was accompanied by a photograph of a very fine frond.

This has been reproduced as the lower illustration on page 81 of Dyce, 2005. The upper illustration on that

page which, although not as pleasingly symmetrical as the original, is nevertheless a remarkable form. There

are also three specimens (BPS529 - BPS531) of the very lacy P. setiferum 'Plumosum Gracillimum'.

Specimen BPS532 is Asplenium trichomanes 'Incisum Greenfield' which is a much more finely divided
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version of the commonly available A. trichomanes

'Incisum Moule', and may not now be in cultivation

(see Rickard, 2000, p. 64). The final specimens

are Equisetum palustre (BPS533) and E. telmateia

(BPS534), being two of a group of equisetums

collected on Skye in July 1971.

BPS Kaye Collection (BPSRxxx): 216
Specimens
The bulk of this herbarium was collected by Jimmy
Dyce from Reginald Kaye's nursery at Silverdale in

June 1977. However, 6 of the specimens had earlier

dates, suggesting that they may have existed as

Kaye's own herbarium specimens. Apart from one

specimen of Dryopteris remota, all the specimens

are cultivars. This herbarium from one of our greatest

fern experts and nurserymen contains a rich source

of material, and is recommended for study by anyone

interested in British fern cultivars.

Padley Herbarium (BPSPxxx): 181 Specimens
This herbarium was compiled by Rev. C. Padley and

Thomas Smith between about 1860 and 1870. There

are three specimens of Polystichum aculeatum,

one of P. lonchitis, the reminder being Polystichum

setiferum cultivars, assembled as the source material

for a book that Padley intended to write. However,

this did not happen, and so the documenting in book

form of Polystichum setiferum cultivars has had to

await the appearance of Dyce, 2005. The subsequent

provenance of this herbarium as documented in the

BPS archives is as follows -

Given by Thomas Smith to James C. House of Brace

House and Son - Smith may have been the foreman

gardener of this organisation.

Given by J C House to his foreman J Smith who
became his head gardener (this information was
supplied by A G L Hellyer, who was editor of Amateur

Gardening).

Given by Hellyer to Mrs J R Healey, Lilly Hill Nursery,

Bracknell, Berks.

Given by Mrs Healey to Jimmy Dyce when Secretary

of BPS.

Held in safe keeping of Martin H Rickard until

catalogued by A R Busby (acting Archivist) in 2004/5.

Transferred and accessioned to the RHS Herbarium

at Wisley 2005/6.

Fig. 5 Polystichum setiferum Setosum Group

'Kitsoniae'

Padley Herbarium BPSP258

This frond (BPSP258) is a mystery to me. The

original label says it is Kitsoniae but it is nothing like

'Kitsoniae' in the Moore herbarium at Kew. Here we
can see the pinnules are flabellate, as they are on the

Moore specimens. The Moore fronds are, however,

all branched or crested at the tip. The fronds are also

brachiate (triangular with elongated basal pinnae).

The Moore specimens are therefore somewhat

depauperate while this frond from Padley is indeed

very handsome. Unfortunately the frond of 'Kitsoniae'

in the Jones nature prints does not help. It is more

like this frond but more delicate but not crested or

strongly brachiate. The synonymous name for this

is 'Brachiato-cristatum Kitson', an appropriate name
for the Moore specimen.

Martin Rickard

Considering the age of the collection, it is in

remarkably good condition, and contains some
fascinating material. Eleven of the specimens did not

possess cultivar names, (and were entered as 'straight' Polystichum setiferum), but there are undoubtedly

some interesting forms amongst these. All of the remainder were assigned to either cultivar groups, and/
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or cultivars based on a combination of the names
in Dyce, 2005, the names given by Padley, names
already in existence on the RHS database, and the

advices of Martin Rickard.

Michael Hayward has researched biographical

details of Padley -see article on page 51 in this journal.

Hopefully in the future someone will perform a critical

analysis of this important collection, perhaps with a

view to publishing images of some of the ferns.

Elliot Herbarium (BPSExxx): 65 Specimens
Most of the ferns in this collection of 66 specimens had

labels with the handwriting of Rev. E. A. Elliot (1890-

1960), although odd ones seemed to be written in a

different hand (and so may not have originated from

Elliot). Edward Arthur Elliot was an active member of

the Society, being Editor of the British Fern Gazette

(1949-1959) and Secretary (1950-1959). During

this period, he was the vicar of South Stoke near

the southern end of the Chiltern Hills, having served

previously in two other parishes. He died in 1960 after

a period of intermittent poor health. See his obituary

by Greenfield, 1961.

As the collection was not originally catalogued

in the BPS archives, BPS numbers were allocated

specifically for this exercise. The ferns were acquired

over two periods. Most were from 1924 - 1931, the

majority of these being 1928. A later period span was
1947 - 1956. Much of the collection consists of ferns

from the British Isles (mainly species, some cultivars)

collected in the wild, donated from other ferneries,

bought from nurseries, and then typically grown in his

fernery. However, one specimen (Asplenium onopteris,

BPSE001) originated from southern France and was
collected by Rev. C. H. Binstead, and there are 6

European Aspleniums plus a Cystopteris montana

(BPSE062) acquired mainly in 1956 from Switzerland

courtesy of Monsieur P. Villaret.

Druery Press Cuttings (BPSDxxx): 15

Specimens
The curious name for this collection arose simply

because the specimens were collected by Druery

and housed pressed un-mounted within sheets of

newspaper within his collection of press cuttings

(which reside in the BPS archives). There are 15

specimens, of which 12 were collected in October

1915, and 2 sometime between 1911 and 1915.

Apart from a Gymnocarpium dryopteris (BPSD212)
and a Polypodium cambricum (BPSD206), the remainder are cultivars. Three of these are of particular

interest. Polystichum setiferum 'Plumosum Ramulosissimum' (BPSD201) was described and illustrated

(with this specimen) by Druery, 1914, wherein he stated that "The sub-divisions are very slender and ramify

persistently and so extensively that the frond resembles a mass of moss on the finest plumose lines".

BPSD202 is Asplenium scolopendrium 'Transverso-cristatum', another remarkable if un-beautiful cultivar

Fig. 6 Polystichum setiferum 'Flabellipinnulum'

Kaye Herbarium BPSK164

Polystichum setiferum 'Flabellipinnulum'. This is a

very rare cultivar which is possibly extinct. Reg Kaye

had a plant and even illustrated it in his book Hardy

ferns. It is very similar to the relatively common
'Cristato-pinnulum'. Both have flabellate pinnules, ie.

fan shaped, but in 'Flabellipinnulum' this character is

strongest towards the top third of the frond and the

fans are narrower, especially near the rachis. The
frond is also of the typical breadth for P. setiferum,

unlike 'Cristato-pinnulum' which is narrower and

slightly more congested. If in doubt which one you

grow it is almost certain to be 'Cristato-pinnulum'

but...you never know someone out there might be

lucky!

Martin Rickard
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discussed by Druery, 1 91 5b - "It has bold sub-sagittate

fronds, bearing heavy twin crests, which cross

each other transversely, hence the name". Both the

illustration on page 57 (fig. 66) of Dyce, 2005, and

in Druery, 1915a, are of the Polystichum setiferum

'Foliosum Edwards' specimen BPSD214. The frond

is a particularly opulent foliosum example, but its

origins are somewhat obscure - see the two accounts

referenced above.

One fern from Druery's press cuttings was
catalogued in the main herbarium sequence now
having the number BPS172. This is P. setiferum

(Plumosodivisilobum Group) 'Baldwinii', and a note

with the frond includes the remark that "The variety

is recognised as one of the very finest ever raised -

(raised by Jones and Fox)".

Other notable and interesting ferns from this group

are Thelypteris 'Grandiceps' (BPSD200), Polystichum

setiferum 'Mrs. Thatcher' (BPSD203), and P. setiferum

Plumosum Group (BPSD205).

Australian Collection

These 75 specimens use the code numbers BPSAOxx
for ferns from Queensland and BPSA1 xx for ferns from

Victoria. How this collection came to be in the BPS
archives is unknown. From the data on the specimens,

they were collected in 1957/8 in both Queensland and

Victoria by Mary D. Tindale. She published fern papers

through the journal "Contributions from the New South

Wales National Herbarium", so presumably was based

in Sidney. She was an expert in Lastreopsis, and

amongst others, published in the above journal the

paper "Monograph of the genus Lastreopsis Ching",

Vol. 3 No. 5, 1965. The specimens did not have BPS
numbers, so Herbarium Numbers were allocated

sequentially.

All of the specimens are native Australian species,

although (somewhat surprisingly), not all were named.

Supplying names with the assistance of Andrews

1990, Duncan & Isaac 1986 and McCarthy 1998 was
relatively straightforward, apart from the un-named
Lastreopsis where species differentiation is difficult

and the names given must therefore be viewed as

tentative.

Fig. 7 Polystichum setiferum Revolvens Group.

Padley Herbarium BPSP268

Polystichum setiferum Revolvens group (BPSP268).

A very uncommon type of cultivar. Reg Kaye told me
he once had it and I found it once in Gwent about

25 years ago, but I know of no plants in cultivation

today. The pinnae curl towards the underside of the

frond forming a tube-like shape, just as seen in the

much more common Dryopteris affinis' Revolvens'.

Martin Rickard

Future RHS Fern Herbarium Work
Since completing this exercise, I have accessioned a second collection of Polystichum cultivars donated

by Cynthia Kelsall from the NCCPG Holehird collection. Martin Rickard has also donated his personal

collection, and this is being accessioned. Shortly, we hope to acquire some of the cultivar collections at

the Natural History Museum (there are 9 boxes in total!). Finally, we intend to identify the gaps in the RHS
fern collection, and then persuade BPS members to supply the "missing" fronds. If successful, the RHS
herbarium would ultimately contain a world class collection of fern species and cultivars grown (both indoors

and out) throughout the temperate climates of the world.
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Appendix

Table of Number of Specimens in each Genus by Collection:

Genus General Kaye Padley Elliot Druery Tindale

Adiantum 2 1 7

Arthropteris 4

Asplenium 12 25 13 1 5

Athyrium 23 56 6

Blechnum 2 1 4 11

Botrychium 1 1

Cheilanthes 6

Christella 3

Crepidomanes 1

Cryptoqramma 2

Cyclosorus 2

Cystopteris 1 1 4

Doodia 5

Drynaria 3

Dryopteris 45 36 17 1

Equisetum 2

Gleichenia 2

Goniophlebium 1

Grammitis 1

Gymnocarpium 3 2

Hymenophyllum 1 2

Lastreopsis 9

Microsorum 5

Nephrolepis 1

Osmunda 1 1 2

Pellaea 1

Phegopteris 1

Pleurosorus 1

Polypodium 15 15 4 6

Polystichum 105 77 181 4 4

Pteridium 1 3 2

Pyrrosia 1

Sticherus 2

Thelypteris 3 1

Trichomanes 1

Woodsia 1

Totals 212 216 181 65 15 75

I
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A suburban stumpery
Richard Treganowan
56 Park Road, Chiswick, London W4 5HH,
e-mail: richard@treganowan.co.uk i

Ideal stumps with 'fangs'

My garden in west London, until about 14 years ago, was, well, just an ordinary, well stocked typical

garden of just 100 X 35 feet, attractive and thoroughly conventional.

I decided this lacked sufficient

interest (for me, at least) and that

it needed an injection of drama
and difference. The necessary

inspiration was provided by

chance upon visiting a designer's

NGS garden, that of Myles

Challis in east London, tiny but

stocked to the gunwales with

exotics. From that time, I began

to develop a really strong interest

in exotic planting predicated

upon large leaves (the larger the

better!), almost exclusively green

foliage and with much emphasis

on contrasts in texture but with

some concession to splashes

of local and limited vivid colour.

Deciduous or not, it didn't matter; the primary aim was to create an exotic, jungly atmosphere. Bold

planting was necessary, including many half-hardy varieties and, although quite prepared for some
failures, I hoped that the plants would be sufficiently hardy to survive whatever the greater London
climate could throw at them! My view was that if a plant couldn't meet that challenge tough and

they were therefore not for me! However, at the same time, I took steps to lessen exposure to harsh

wintry snaps and the excesses of the north and east winds in winter, and sought to enhance humidity

in spring and summer. I reckoned that creating a more favourable microclimate was likely to have a

beneficial impact on both my plants and my wallet! This I believe I have broadly achieved by raising the

fence level all the way around the garden using 2" square honeysuckle trellis and, wherever possible,

growing predominantly evergreen climbers up and along it to provide an effective screen, as well as

some strategic planting of unusual trees around the perimeter.

At this point I should remind myself that I am writing an article for The Pteridologist! The quest for

discovering exotica and unusual plants took what I believe to be a quite natural and compatible turn

with the acquisition and planting of a number of tree ferns. This journey then led me into my relatively

recent foray into the extensive (and bewildering) world of ferns generally. This new world had plenty

of attractions; they are mainly green, often hardy, many are unusual and most are decorative. Almost

without fail most possess wonderful form, grace and versatility. My interest in ferns is perhaps driven from

a plantsman's perspective and is non-scientific, but it does veer towards the more unusual and perhaps

showy varieties. For me, the big question is how best these ferns could be presented and be seen in

as natural a setting as possible without having a contrived feel. Similar considerations faced me when
building the exotic garden, but the relative subtlety of ferns presented a different challenge. Reviewing

the options, I briefly considered Pulhamite and gave thought to natural rock, both capable of being

built up with soil banking; these were dismissed as being both impractical and probably inappropriate.

Despite a lack of solutions over the "setting" and favoured location, I nevertheless continued to acquire

various ferns which took my interest.

The concept of a stumpery came into focus gradually and increased in appeal. Definitely not a eureka

moment, but plans started to form around the idea. But how to approach this in London? The most

basic and immediate challenge was how to get hold of a decent supply of stumps. What kind of stumps

were needed, what about design, how to achieve height, etc? I had already experimented in a very
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limited way with associating ferns and tree stumps

and logs, but the outcome did not fulfil my vision. In

short, what was missing was that special harmony

necessary to complement the beautiful forms of the

ferns themselves. Therefore, to meet some of these

issues I am currently at the stage of reconsidering

my approach to a stumpery. This has been hugely

assisted by acquiring a considerable number of "new"

old stumps, offered by the kind owner of an old hillside

forest in the west country, felled around 50 years ago.

I must say I now have some fabulous stumps, gnarled

and spiky and with a wonderfully aged appearance.

Some I'm able to manhandle on my own, but quite a

number will need two or three pairs of hands to move
into position in a surprise corner of the garden. Help

in crystallising my plans was much aided by visits to

some very grand stumperies, including Highgrove and

also a few other fascinating locations. The stumpery

will be located in a sheltered part of the garden and

will be predominantly in semi shade although, weather

permitting, for part of each day there will be an hour or

two of direct sunlight; the remainder of the day is likely

to be dappled shade in the main. It would, I guess,

be a little inflammatory to suggest here that the ferns

might enhance the appeal of the stumps; hopefully,

however, the result will be natural and harmonious.

A highly appealing feature of a stumpery is the

refuge and protection it will offer to insects, animals
Pyrrosia shearen on stump

and reptiles. Once established, it will remain largely undisturbed and hopefully will

have great appeal to the already present population of stag and other beetles, various insects, frogs

and newts, etc

So, what fern varieties might be appropriate for planting? The answer is probably most relatively

hardy types, but I have selected a number which vary from the hanging (Woodwardia unigemmata,

for example) to those more suitable for planting at the base. Some of the ferns ready to be planted

include Pyrrosia sheareri (see photograph), Todea barbara, Blechnum fluviatile and Lophosoria

quadripinnata.

The possibility for water to be measured and delivered is provided by an existing irrigation system

which can supply water in the right amounts, at the right time and to the desired spot. However, I

always have a question mark about the marginal beneficial effect of rainwater versus tap water and my
preference is always for the former. It's better for the plants and there are other implications as well.

The irrigation system will allow me flexibility in optimising water delivery, but always complementary to

the natural product. Soil pH here is principally neutral, and has had much additional humus material

added over the years, such as regular mulches of forest bark and home grown compost. I plan to

use the medium of a well drained yet humus rich soil mixture with plenty of fibrous content and kept

consistently moist. When the stumpery is completed nooks and crannies will be filled with this material

prior to planting. Now, all I have to do is to put my plans into action during this spring - an exciting

prospect indeed!

Finally, I must add that my introduction to serious fern growing and, subsequently, the notion of a

stumpery were both prompted by Martin Rickard who, either by a stroke of good fortune (or some may
say by an accident of birth!) happens to be a close family member as well as a great friend. He alone

first struck a "fern" chord with me and since that time I've added an extra obsession into my already

burdened life. I shall never forgive him!
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Trichomanes speciosum in abundance!
Martin Rickard
Pear Tree Cottage, Kyre, Tenbury Wells, Worcs WR15 8RN
e-mail: h.m.rickard@btintert\et.com

The day after the recent BPS excursion to

Madeira,Tim Pyner and I took a short walk into the

hills to the east of Encumeada in central Madeira.

Wewere mainly lookingfor hybrid hymenophyllums,

which we did not find, as well as Elaphoglossum

semicylindricum and Culcita macrocarpa, both

of which we did find. The highlight of the day for

me, however, was the abundance of Trichomanes

speciosum.

T. speciosum is not supposed to be rare in

Madeira but in my experience it usually occurs

as small scattered patches in the dampest sites -

often by levadas. The populations near Encumeada
were different. Under thick scrub including laurels

and holly the trichomanes was very common, not

a continuous sheet but many large patches, some
5 metres across. At this site there is no levada only

damp rock under the leaf mold. Indeed the fern

was looking a little drought stressed - yet it was
obviously very happy here.

Fig. 1 Trichomanes speciosum (top) and Hymenophyllum

tunbrigense (bottom)

In all the sites where I can remember seeing

Trichomanes speciosum I can never recall seeing

it growing with another filmy fern. Here it was
often mixed with Hymenophyllum tunbrigense

(see Fig.1), furthermore, the much less common
H.wilsonii (Fig. 2) was frequently growing within

one yard.

64

Fig.2 Hymenophyllum wilsonii

To cap it all Tim noticed the trichomanes

growing up the stems of the shrubs - a first for us

- epiphytic trichomanes!(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Trichomanes speciosum growing up the shrub stems.
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